(57) Abrégé/Abstract:
A method of constructing a riser system; the method comprising the steps of: installing a valve module in a flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the valve module being operative to selectively permit and prevent fluid flow through the flow passage; and installing at least one annular seal module in the flow passage, the annular seal module being operative to prevent fluid flow through an annular space between the riser string and a tubular string positioned in the flow passage.
ABSTRACT

A method of constructing a riser system, the method comprising the steps of: installing a valve module in a flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the valve module being operative to selectively permit and prevent fluid flow through the flow passage; and installing at least one annular seal module in the flow passage, the annular seal module being operative to prevent fluid flow through an annular space between the riser string and a tubular string positioned in the flow passage.
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING A RISER STRING BY INSTALLING
A VALVE AND AN ANNULAR SEAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

5

The present invention relates generally to marine
riser systems and, in an embodiment described herein, more
particularly provides an offshore universal riser system.

BACKGROUND
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Risers are used in offshore drilling applications to
provide a means of returning the drilling fluid and any
additional solids and/or fluids from a borehole back to
surface. Riser sections are sturdily built as they have to
withstand significant loads imposed by weights they have to
carry and environmental loads they have to withstand when
in operation. As such, they have an inherent internal
pressure capacity.
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However, this capacity is not currently exploited to
the maximum extent possible. Many riser systems have been
proposed to vary the density of fluid in the riser but none
have provided a universally applicable and easily
deliverable system for varying types of drilling modes.
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They typically require some specific modification of the
main components of a floating drilling installation, with
the result that they are custom solutions with a narrow
range of application due to costs and design limitations.
For example, different drilling systems are required for
different drilling modes such as managed pressure drilling, dual density or dual gradient drilling, partial riser level drilling, and underbalanced drilling.

An example of the most common current practice is illustrated by FIG. 1, which is proposed in U.S. Patent No. 4,626,135. To compensate for movement of a floating drilling installation, a slip joint SJ (telescopic joint) is used at an upper end of a riser system. This slip joint consist of an inner barrel IB and an outer barrel OB that move relative to each other, thus allowing the floating structure S to move without breaking the riser R between the fixed point wellhead W and the moving point diverter D (which is where drilling fluid is returned from the top of the riser R).

Also depicted in FIG. 1 are a rig structure S, rig floor F, rotary table RT, choke manifold CM, separator MB, shale shaker SS, mud pit MP, choke line CL, kill line KL, booster line BL and rigid flowline RF. These elements are conventional, well known to those skilled in the art and are not described further.

A ball joint BJ (also known as a flex-joint) provides for some angular displacement of the riser R from vertical. The conventional method interprets any pressure in the riser R due to flow of pressurized fluids from wellhead W as an uncontrolled event (kick) that is controlled by closing the BOP (blowout preventer) either by rams around the tubulars therein, or by blind rams if no tubulars are present, or by shear rams capable of cutting the tubulars.

It is possible for the kick to enter the riser R, and then it is controlled by closing the diverter D (with or without tubulars present) and diverting the undesired flow
through diverter lines DL. In the '135 patent the concept of an annular blow out preventer used as a gas handler to divert the flow of gas from a well control incident is described. This allows diversion of gas in the riser R by closing around the tubulars therein, but not when drilling, i.e., rotating the tubular.

In FIG. 1, seals between the outer barrel OB and inner barrel IB are subjected to much movement due to wave motion, and this causes a limitation in the pressure sealing capacity available for the riser R. In fact, the American Petroleum Institute (API) has established pressure ratings for such seals in its specification 16F, which calls for testing to 200 psi (pounds per square inch). In practice, the common upper limit for most designs is 500 psi.

There are some modifications that can be made to the slip joint SJ, an example of which is described in U.S. Patent Application No. US2003/0111799A1, to produce a working rating to 750 psi. In practice, the limitation on the slip joint SJ seals has also led to an accepted standard in the industry of the diverter D, ball joint BJ (also sometimes replaced by a unit known as a flex-joint) and other parts of the system (such as valves on the diverter line DL) having a typical industry-wide rating of 500 psi working pressure.

The outer barrel OB of the slip joint SJ (telescopic joint) also acts as an attachment point for a tension system that serves to keep the riser R in tension to prevent it from buckling. This means that a leak in the slip joint SJ seals involves significant downtime in having to lift the entire riser R from the subsea BOP (blowout
preventer) stack in order to service the slip joint SJ. In practice this has meant that no floating drilling installation service provider or operating company has been willing to take the risk to continuously operate with any pressure in the riser R for the conventional system (also depicted in FIG. 3a).

U.S. Patent Application No. 2005/0061546 and U.S. Patent No. 6,913,092 have addressed this problem by proposing the locking closed of the slip joint SJ, which means locking the inner barrel IB to the outer barrel OB, thus eliminating movement across the slip joint seal. The riser R is then effectively disconnected from the ball joint BJ and diverter D as shown in FIG. 2.

The riser R is closed by the addition of a rotating blowout preventer 70 on top of the locked closed slip joint SJ. This effectively decouples the riser R from any fixed point below the rotary table RT.

Also depicted in FIG. 2 are vertical beams B, adapter or crossover 22, rotatable tubular 24 (such as drill pipe) and T-connectors 26. These elements are conventional and are not described further here.

This method has been used and allowed operations with a limit of 500 psi internal riser pressure, with the weak point still being the slip joint seals. However, decoupling the riser R from the fixed rig floor F means that it is only held by the tensioner system T1 and T2.

This means that the top of the riser R is no longer self centralizing. This causes the top of an RCD 80 (rotating control device) of the blowout preventer 10 to be off center as a result of ocean currents, wind or other movement of the floating structure. This introduces
significant wear on the sealing element(s) of the RCD 80, which is detrimental to the pressure integrity of the riser system.

Also, the riser system of FIG. 2 introduces a significant safety hazard, since substantial amounts of easily damaged hydraulic hoses used in the operation of the RCD 80, as well as pressurized hose(s) 62 and safety conduit 64, are introduced in the vicinity of riser tensioner wires depicted as extending upwardly from the slip joint SJ to sheaves at the bottom of the tensioners T1, T2. These wires are under substantial loads (on the order of 50 to 100 tons each) and can easily cut through softer rubber goods (such as hoses). The '092 patent suggests the use of steel pipes, but this is extremely difficult to achieve in practice.

Furthermore, the installation and operation requires personnel to perform tasks around the RCD 80, a hazardous area with the relative movement between the floating structure S to the top of the riser R. All of the equipment does not fit through the rotary table RT and diverter housing D, thus making installation complex and hazardous. As a result, use of the system of FIG. 2 has been limited to operations in benign sea areas with little current, wave motion, and wind loads.

A summary of the evolution for the art for drilling with pressure in the riser is shown in FIGS. 3a to 3c. FIG. 3a shows the conventional floating drilling installation set-up. This consists typically of an 18-3/4 inch subsea BOP stack, with a LMRP (Lower Marine Riser Package) added to allow disconnection and prevent loss of fluids from the riser, a 21 inch marine riser, and a top configuration
identical in principle to the '135 patent discussed above. This is the configuration used by a large majority of today's floating drilling installations.

In order to reduce costs, the industry moved towards the idea of using a SBOP (surface blowout preventer) with a floating drilling installation (for example, U.S. Patent No. 6,273,193 as illustrated in FIG. 4), where the 21 inch riser is replaced with a smaller high pressure riser capped with a SBOP package similar to a non-floating drilling installation set-up as illustrated in FIG. 3b. This design evolved to dispensing completely with the subsea BOP, thus removing the need for choke, kill, and other lines from the sea floor back to the floating drilling installation and many wells were drilled like this in benign ocean areas.

FIG. 4 depicts a riser 74, slip joint 78, collar 102, couplings 92, hydraulic tensioners 68, inner riser 66, load bearing ring 98, load shim 86, drill pipe 72, surface BOP 94, line 76, collar 106 and rotating control head 96. Since these elements are known in the art, they are not described further here.

In attempting to take the concept of a SBOP and high pressure riser further into more environmentally harsh areas, a subsea component for disconnection (known as an environmental safeguard ESG system) and securing the well in case of emergency was re-introduced, but not as a full subsea BOP. This is shown in FIG. 3c with another evolution of running the SBOP below the water line and tensioners above to provide for heave on floating drilling installations with limited clearance. The method of U.S. Patent No. 6,913,092 is shown in FIG. 3d for comparison.
In trying to plan for substantially higher pressures as experienced in underbalanced drilling where the formation being drilled is allowed to flow with the drilling fluid to surface, the industry has favored designs utilizing an inner riser run within the typical 21 inch marine riser as described in U.S. Patent Application 2006/0021755 A1. This requires a SBOP as shown in FIG. 3e.

Drawbacks of the systems and methods described above include that they require substantial modification of the floating drilling installation to enable the use of SBOP (surface blowout preventers) and the majority are limited to benign sea and weather conditions. Thus, they are not widely implemented since, for example, they require the floating drilling installation to undergo modifications in a shipyard.

Methods and systems as shown in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,230,824 and 6,138,774 attempt to dispense totally with the marine riser. Methods and systems described in U.S. Patent No. 6,450,262, U.S. Patent No. 6,470,975, and U.S. Patent Application 2006/0102387A1 envision setting an RCD device on top of the subsea BOP to divert pressure from the marine riser, as does U.S. Patent No. 7,080,685 B2. All of these patents are not widely applied as they involve substantial modifications and additions to existing equipment to be successfully applied.

FIG. 5 depicts the system described in U.S. Patent No. 6,470,975. Illustrated in FIG. 5 are pipe P, bearing assembly 28, riser R, choke line CL, kill line KL, BOP stack BOPS, annular BOP’s BP, ram BOP’s RBP, wellhead W and borehole B. Since these elements are known in the art, further description is not provided here.
A problem with the foregoing systems that utilize a high pressure riser or a riserless setup is that one of the primary means of delivering additional fluids to the seafloor, namely the booster line BL that is a typical part of the conventional system as depicted in FIG. 3a, is removed. The booster line BL is also indicated in FIGS. 1 and 2. So, the systems shown in FIGS. 3b and 3c, while providing some advantages, take away one of the primary means of delivering fluid into the riser. Even when the typical booster line BL is provided, it is tied in to the base of the riser, which means that the delivery point is fixed.

There is also an evolution in the industry to move from conventional drilling to closed system drilling. These types of closed systems are described in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,904,981 and 7,044,237, and require the closure and (by consequence) the trapping of pressure inside the marine riser in floating drilling installations. Also, the introduction of a method and system to allow continuous circulation as described in U.S. Patent No. 6,739,397 allows a drilling circulation system to be operated at constant pressure as the pumps do not have to be switched off when making or breaking a tubular connection. This allows the possibility of drilling with a constant pressure downhole, which can be controlled by a pressurized closed drilling system. The industry calls this Managed Pressure Drilling.

With the conventional method of FIG. 3a, no continuous pressure can be kept in the riser. In FIG. 6a, fluid flow in the riser system of FIG. 3a is schematically depicted. Note that the riser system is open to the atmosphere at its
upper end. Thus, the riser cannot be pressurized, other than due to hydrostatic pressure of the fluid therein. Since the fluid (mud, during drilling) in the riser typically has a density equal to or only somewhat greater than that of the fluid external to the riser (seawater), this means that the riser does not need to withstand significant internal pressure.

With the method of U.S. Patent No. 6,913,092 (as depicted in FIG. 3d), the pressure envelope has been taken to 500 psi, however, with the substantial addition of hazards and many drawbacks. It is possible to increase the envelope by the methods shown in FIGS. 3b, 3c and 3e. However, the addition of a SBOP (surface BOP) to a floating drilling installation is not a normal design consideration and involves substantial modification, usually involving a shipyard with the consequence of operational downtime as well as substantial costs involved, as already mentioned above.

The systems mentioned earlier in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,904,981 and 7,044,237 discuss closing the choke on a pressurized drilling system, and using manipulation of the choke to control the backpressure of the system, in order to control the pressure at the bottom of the well. This method works in principle, but in field applications of these systems, when drilling in a closed system, the manipulation of the choke can cause pressure spikes that are detrimental to the purpose of these inventions, i.e., precise control of the bottom hole pressure.

Also, a peculiarity of a floating drilling installation is, that when a connection is made, the top of the pipe is held stationary in the rotary table (RT in
FIGS. 1 and 2). This means that the whole string of pipe in the wellbore now moves up and down as the wave action (known as heave in the industry) causes the pressure effects of surge (pressure increase as the pipe moves into the hole) and swab (pressure drop as the pipe moves out of the hole). This effect already causes substantial pressure variations in the conventional method of FIG. 3a.

When the system is closed by the addition of an RCD as shown in FIG. 3d, this effect is even more pronounced by the effect of volume changes by the pipe moving in and out of a fixed volume. As the movement of a pressure wave in a compressed liquid is the speed of sound in that liquid, it implies that the choke system would have to be able to respond at the same or even faster speed. While the electronic sensor and control systems are able to achieve this, the mechanical manipulation of the choke system is very far from these speeds.

Development of RCD's (rotating control devices) originated from land operations where typically the installation was on top of the BOP (blowout preventer). This meant that usually there was no further equipment installed above the RCD. As access was easy, almost all of the current designs have hydraulic connections for lubricating and cooling bearings in the RCD, or for other utilities. These require the external attachment of hoses for operation.

Although some versions have progressed from surface type to being adapted for use on the bottom of the sea (such as described in U.S. Patent No. 6,470,975), they fail to disclose a complete system for achieving this. Some systems (such as described in U.S. Patent No. 7,080,685)
dispense with hydraulic cooling and lubrication, but require a hydraulic connection to release the assembly.

Furthermore, the range of RCD’s and alternatives available means that a custom made unit to house a particular RCD design is typically required (such as described U.S. Patent No. 7,080,685). The '685 patent provides only for a partial removal of the RCD assembly, leaving the body on location.

Many ideas have been tried and patents have been filed, but the field application of technology to solve some of the shortcomings in the conventional set-up of FIG. 3a has been limited. All of these modify the existing system in a custom manner, thereby taking away some of the flexibility. There exist needs in the present industry to provide a solution to allow running a pressurized riser for the majority of floating drilling installations to allow closed system drilling techniques, especially managed pressure drilling, to be safely and expediently applied without any major modification to the floating drilling installation.

These needs include, but are not limited to: the capability to pressurize the marine riser to the maximum pressure capacity of its members; the capability to be safely installed using normal operational practices and operated as part of marine riser without any floating drilling installation modifications as required for surface BOP operations or some subsea ideas; providing full-bore capability like a normal marine riser section when required; providing the ability to use the standard operating procedures when not in pressurized mode; maintaining the weather (wind, current and wave) operating
window of the floating drilling installation; providing a means for damping the pressure spikes caused by heave resulting in surge and swab fluctuations; providing a means for eliminating the pressure spikes caused by movement of the rotatable tubulars into and out of a closed system; and providing a means for easily modifying the density of fluid in the riser at any desired point.

**SUMMARY**

In carrying out the principles of the present invention, a riser system and associated methods are provided which solve one or more problems in the art. One example is described below in which the riser system includes modular internal components which can be conveniently installed and retrieved. Another example is described below in which the riser system utilizes rotating and/or non-rotating seals about a drill string within a riser, to thereby facilitate pressurization of the riser during drilling.

The systems and methods described herein enable all the systems shown in FIGS. 3a to 3e to be pressurized and to have the ability to inject fluids at any point into the riser. Any modification to a riser system which lessens the normal operating envelope (i.e. weather, current, wave and storm survival capability) of the floating drilling installation leads to a limitation in use of that system. The riser systems shown in FIGS. 3b, 3d and 3e all lessen this operating envelope, which is a major reason why these systems have not been applied in harsher environmental conditions. The system depicted in FIG. 3c does not lessen
this operating window significantly, but it does not allow for convenient installation and operation of a RCD. All of these limitations are eliminated by the systems and methods described below.

In order to reduce, or even optimally remove pressure spikes (negative or positive from a desired baseline) from within a pressurized riser, a damping system is provided. A beneficial damping system in an incompressible fluid system includes the introduction of a compressible fluid in direct contact with the incompressible fluid. This could be a gas, e.g., Nitrogen.

An improved annular seal device for use in a riser includes a latching mechanism, and also allows hydraulic connections between the annular seal device and pressure sources to be made within the riser, so that no hoses are internal to the riser. The latching mechanism may be substantially internal or external to the riser.

The present specification provides a more flexible riser system, in part by utilizing a capability to interface an internal annular seal device with any riser type and connection, and providing adapters that are pre-installed to take the annular seal device being used. These can also have wear sleeves to protect sealing surfaces when the annular seal device is not installed. If an annular seal design is custom made for installation into a particular riser type, it may be possible to insert it without an additional adapter. The principle being that it is possible to remove the entire annular seal device to provide the full bore requirement typical of that riser system and install a safety/wear sleeve to positively isolate any ports that are open and provide protection for
the sealing surfaces when the annular seal device is not installed.

In one aspect, a riser system is provided which includes a valve module which selectively permits and prevents fluid flow through a flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, and wherein a first anchoring device releasably secures the valve module in the flow passage.

In another aspect, a method of pressure testing a riser string is provided which includes the steps of: installing a valve module into an internal longitudinal flow passage extending through the riser string; closing the valve module to thereby prevent fluid flow through the flow passage; and applying a pressure differential across the closed valve module, thereby pressure testing at least a portion of the riser string.

In yet another aspect, a method of constructing a riser system includes the steps of: installing a valve module in a flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the valve module being operative to selectively permit and prevent fluid flow through the flow passage; and installing at least one annular seal module in the flow passage, the annular seal module being operative to prevent fluid flow through an annular space between the riser string and a tubular string positioned in the flow passage.

A drilling method is also provided which includes the steps of: connecting an injection conduit externally to a riser string, so that the injection conduit is communicable with an internal flow passage extending longitudinally through the riser string; installing an annular seal module
in the flow passage, the annular seal module being positioned in the flow passage between opposite end connections of the riser string; conveying a tubular string into the flow passage; sealing an annular space between the tubular string and the riser string utilizing the annular seal module; rotating the tubular string to thereby rotate a drill bit at a distal end of the tubular string, the annular seal module sealing the annular space during the rotating step; flowing drilling fluid from the annular space to a surface location; and injecting a fluid composition having a density less than that of the drilling fluid into the annular space via the injection conduit.

Another drilling method is provided which includes the steps of: connecting a drilling fluid return line externally to a riser string, so that the drilling fluid return line is communicable with an internal flow passage extending longitudinally through the riser string; installing an annular seal module in the flow passage, the annular seal module being positioned in the flow passage between opposite end connections of the riser string; conveying a tubular string into the flow passage; sealing an annular space between the tubular string and the riser string utilizing the annular seal module; rotating the tubular string to thereby rotate a drill bit at a distal end of the tubular string, the annular seal module sealing the annular space during the rotating step; flowing drilling fluid from the annular space to a surface location via the drilling fluid return line, the flowing step including varying a flow restriction through a subsea choke externally connected to the riser string to thereby maintain a desired downhole pressure.
Yet another drilling method includes the steps of: installing a first annular seal module in an internal flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the first annular seal module being secured in the flow passage between opposite end connections of the riser string; sealing an annular space between the riser string and a tubular string in the flow passage utilizing the first annular seal module, the sealing step being performed while the tubular string rotates within the flow passage; and then conveying a second annular seal module into the flow passage on the tubular string.

A further aspect is a method which includes the steps of: installing multiple modules in an internal flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the modules being installed in the flow passage between opposite end connections of the riser string; inserting a tubular string through an interior of each of the modules; and then simultaneously retrieving the multiple modules from the flow passage on the tubular string.

Another drilling method includes the steps of: sealing an annular space between a tubular string and a riser string; flowing drilling fluid from the annular space to a surface location via a drilling fluid return line; and injecting a fluid composition having a density less than that of the drilling fluid into the drilling fluid return line via an injection conduit.

Yet another drilling method includes the steps of: installing an annular seal module in an internal flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the annular seal module being secured in the flow passage between opposite end connections of the riser string; then
conveying another annular seal module into the flow passage; and sealing an annular space between the riser string and a tubular string in the flow passage utilizing the multiple annular seal modules.

Another drilling method includes the steps of: installing an annular seal module in an internal flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the annular seal module being secured in the flow passage between opposite end connections of the riser string; then conveying on a tubular string at least one seal into the annular seal module; and then sealing an annular space between the riser string and the tubular string in the flow passage utilizing the seal, the sealing step being performed while a drill bit on the tubular string is rotated.

These and other features, advantages, benefits and objects will become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art upon careful consideration of the detailed description of representative embodiments of the invention hereinbelow and the accompanying drawings, in which similar elements are indicated in the various figures using the same reference numbers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an elevation view of a prior art floating drilling installation with a conventional riser system;

FIG. 2 is an elevation view of a prior art floating drilling installation in which a slip joint is locked closed and a rotating control device maintains riser
pressure and diverts mud flow through hoses into a mud pit, with the riser being disconnected from a rig floor;

FIGS. 3a-e are schematic elevation views of typical conventional riser systems used for floating drilling installations;

FIG. 3f is a schematic elevation view of a riser system and method embodying principles of the present invention as incorporated into the system of FIG. 3a;

FIG. 3g is a schematic elevation view of an alternate configuration of a riser system and method embodying principles of the present invention as incorporated into a DORS (deep ocean riser system);

FIG. 4 is an elevation view of a prior art riser system similar to the system of FIG. 3b, utilizing a surface BOP;

FIG. 5 is an elevation view of a prior art riser system having a rotating control device attached to a top of a subsea BOP stack;

FIG. 6a is a schematic view of fluid flow in a prior art concept of conventional drilling;

FIG. 6b is a schematic view of a concept of closed system drilling embodying principles of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a further detailed schematic elevation view of another alternate configuration of a riser system and method embodying principles of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a schematic cross-sectional view of another alternate configuration of a riser system and method embodying principles of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic cross-sectional view of another alternate configuration of a riser system and method embodying principles of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a riser injection system which may be used with any riser system and method embodying principles of the present invention;

FIG. 11 is a process and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) of the riser system including the riser injection system of FIG. 10;

FIG. 12 is a schematic cross-sectional view of another alternate configuration of the riser system and method embodying principles of the present invention, showing installation of a valve module in the riser system;

FIG. 13 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing the valve module after installation;

FIG. 14 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing installation of an annular seal module in the riser system;

FIG. 15 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing the annular seal module after installation;

FIG. 16 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing installation of another annular seal module in the riser system;

FIG. 17 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing the annular seal module of FIG. 16 after installation;
FIG. 18 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing installation of a riser testing module in the riser system;

FIG. 19 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing a configuration of the riser system during a riser pressure testing procedure;

FIG. 20 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing conveyance of an annular seal module into the riser system on a drill string;

FIG. 21 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing retrieval of an annular seal module from the riser system on a drill string;

FIG. 22 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing a configuration of the riser system during drilling operations;

FIG. 23 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing a riser flange connection, taken along line 23-23 of FIG. 18;

FIG. 24 is a schematic elevation view of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing an external valve manifold configuration;

FIG. 25 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the external valve manifold configuration, taken along line 25-25 of FIG. 24;

FIGS. 26A-E are schematic elevation views of various positions of elements of the riser system and method of FIG. 12;
FIG. 27 is an isometric view of a riser section of the riser system and method of FIG. 12, showing an arrangement of various lines, valves and accumulator external to the riser;

FIG. 28 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an alternate annular seal module for use in the riser system and method of FIG. 12;

FIG. 29 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a method whereby multiple annular seal modules may be installed in the riser system and method of FIG. 12;

FIG. 30 is a schematic partially cross-sectional view of a method whereby multiple modules may be retrieved in the riser system and method of FIG. 12;

FIG. 31 is a schematic partially cross-sectional view of a method whereby various equipment may be installed using the riser system and method of FIG. 12;

FIG. 32 is a schematic elevational view of another alternate configuration of the riser system

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It is to be understood that the various embodiments of the present invention described herein may be utilized in various orientations, such as inclined, inverted, horizontal, vertical, etc., and in various configurations, without departing from the principles of the present invention. The embodiments are described merely as examples of useful applications of the principles of the invention, which is not limited to any specific details of these embodiments.
In the following description of the representative embodiments of the invention, directional terms, such as "above", "below", "upper", "lower", etc., are used for convenience in referring to the accompanying drawings. In general, "above", "upper", "upward" and similar terms refer to a direction toward an upper end of a marine riser, and "below", "lower", "downward" and similar terms refer to a direction toward a lower end of a marine riser.

In the drawings, and in the description that follows, like parts are marked throughout the specification and drawings with the same reference numerals, respectively. The drawing figures are not necessarily to scale. Certain features of the invention may be shown exaggerated in scale or in somewhat schematic form and some details of conventional elements may not be shown in the interest of clarity and conciseness.

The present invention is susceptible to embodiments of different forms. Specific embodiments are described in detail and are shown in the drawings, with the understanding that the present disclosure is to be considered an exemplification of the principles of the invention, and is not intended to limit the invention to that illustrated and described herein. It is to be fully recognized that the different teachings of the embodiments discussed below may be employed separately or in any suitable combination to produce desired results.

Any use of any form of the terms "connect," "engage," "couple," "attach" or any other term describing an interaction between elements is not meant to limit the interaction to direct interaction between the elements and may also include indirect interaction between the elements.
described. The various characteristics mentioned above, as well as other features and characteristics described in more detail below, will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading the following detailed description of the embodiments, and by referring to the accompanying drawings.

An offshore universal riser system (OURS) 100 is disclosed which is particularly well suited for drilling deepwater in the floor of the ocean using rotatable tubulars. The riser system 100 uses a universal riser section which may be interconnected near a top of a riser string below the slip joint in a subsea riser system. The riser system 100 includes: a seal bore to take an inner riser string (if present) with a vent for outer riser, a nipple to receive pressure test adapters, an inlet/outlet tied into the riser choke line, kill line or booster line(s) as required, one or more integral Blow Out Preventers as safety devices, outlet(s) for pressurized mud return with a valve(s), an optional outlet for riser overpressure protection, one or more seal bores with adapters that can accept a variety of RCD designs, a provision for locking said RCD(s) in place, a seal bore adapter to allow all RCD utilities to be transferred from internal to external and vice versa. Externally, the universal riser section includes all the usual riser connections and attachments required for a riser section. Additionally the riser system 100 includes provision for mounting an accumulator(s), provision for accepting instrumentation for measuring pressure, temperature and any other inputs or outputs, e.g., riser level indicators; a line(s) taking pressurized mud to the next riser section above or slip joint; Emergency Shut Down system(s) and
remote operated valve(s); a hydraulic bundle line taking RCD utilities and controls; an electric bundle line for instrumentation or other electrical requirements. A choking system may also be inserted in the mud return line that is capable of being remotely and automatically controlled. The riser system 100 may also have a second redundant return line if required. As part of the system 100, when desired, an injection system 200 including a lower riser section coupled with a composite hose (or other delivery system) for delivery of fluids may be included with an inlet to allow injection of a different density fluid into the riser at any point between the subsea BOP and the top of the riser. This allows the injection into the riser of Nitrogen or Aphrons (glass spheres), or fluids of various densities that will allow hydrostatic variations to be applied to the well, when used in conjunction with a surface or sub surface choke.

There is flexibility in the riser system 100 to be run in conjunction with conventional annular pressure control equipment, multiple RCDs, adapted to use with 13 3/8 high pressure riser systems or other high pressure riser systems based in principle on the outlines in FIGS. 3b, 3c, or 3e. Instead of the standard 21 inch riser system, any other size of riser system can also be adapted for use with the riser system 100 and/or injection system 200 (discussed further below), which can be placed at any depth in the riser depending on requirements.

A refined and more sensitive control method for MPD (Managed Pressure Drilling) will be achieved by the riser system 100 system with the introduction of Nitrogen into the riser below the RCD. This will be for the purpose of
smoothing out surges created by the heave of the floating drilling installation due to the cushioning effect of the Nitrogen in the riser as well as allowing more time for the choke manipulation to control the bottom hole pressure regime. It has been demonstrated on many MPD jobs carried out on non-floating drilling installations, that having a single phase fluid makes it more difficult to control the BHP with the choke manipulation. On a floating drilling installation any surge and swab through the RCD has a more direct effect on the BHP with the monophasic system as it is not possible to compensate with the choke system. With the riser system 100, the choke(s) can be controlled both manually and/or automatically with input from both surface and or bottom hole data acquisition.

The riser system 100 allows Nitrified fluid drilling that is still overbalanced to the formation, improved kick detection and control, and the ability to rotate pipe under pressure during well control events.

This riser system 100 allows a safer installation as there is no change in normal practice when running the riser system and all functions remain for subsea BOP control, emergency unlatch, fluid circulation, and well control.

The riser system 100 includes seal bore protector sleeves and running tool(s) as required, enabling conversion from a standard riser section to full riser system 100 system use.

The riser system 100 also may include the addition of lines on the existing slip joint which can be done: (1) permanently with additional lines and gooseneck(s) on slip joint, and hollow pipes for feeding through hydraulic or
electrical hoses; or (2) temporarily by strapping hoses and bundles to the slip joint if acceptable for environmental conditions.

A system is disclosed for drilling deepwater in the floor of the ocean using rotatable tubulars. This consists of the riser system 100 and injection system 200. The two components can be used together or independently.

The injection system 200 includes a riser section that is based on the riser system being used. Thus, e.g., in a 21 inch Marine Riser System it will have connectors to suit the particular connections for that system. Furthermore it will have all the usual lines attached to it that are required for a riser section below the slip joint SJ. In a normal 21 inch riser system this would be one choke line and one kill line as a minimum and others like booster line and/or hydraulic lines. For another type of riser, e.g., a 13 5/8 casing based riser, it would typically have no other lines attached (other than those particularly required for the riser system 100).

The riser system 100 acts as a passive riser section during normal drilling operations. When pressurized operations are required, components are inserted into it as required to enable its full functionality. The section of riser used for riser system 100 may be manufactured from a thicker wall thickness of tube.

Referring to FIG. 9, this shows a detailed schematic cross section of an embodiment of a riser system 100. The drawing is split along the center line CL with the left hand side (lhs) showing typical configuration of internal components when in passive mode, and the right hand side (rhs) showing the typical configuration when in active
mode. In the drawing, only major components are shown with details like seals, recesses, latching mechanisms, bearings not being illustrated. These details are the standard type found on typical wellbore installations and components that can be used with the riser system 100. Their exact detail depends on the particular manufacturers’ equipment that is adapted for use in the riser system 100.

As illustrated in FIG. 9, the riser system 100 includes a riser section 30 with end connectors 31 and a rotatable tubular 32 shown in typical position during the drilling process. This tubular 32 is shown for illustration and does not form part of the riser system 100. The section 30 may include a combination of components. For example, the section 30 may include an adapter A for enabling an inner riser section to be attached to the riser system 100. This is for the purpose of raising the overall pressure rating of the riser system being used. For example, a 21 inch marine riser system may have a rating of 2000 psi working pressure. Installing a 9 5/8 inch casing riser 36 will allow the riser internally to be rated to a new higher pressure rating dependent on the casing used. The riser system 100 section will typically have a higher pressure rating to allow for this option.

The section 30 may also include adapters B1 and B2 for enabling pressure tests of the riser and pressure testing the components installed during installation, operation and trouble shooting.

The section 30 may also include adapters C1, C2, and C3, which allow insertion of BOP (Blow Out Preventer) components and RCD (Rotating Control Devices). A typical riser system 100 will have at least one RCD device
installed with a back-up system for safety. This could be a second RCD, an annular BOP, a Ram BOP, or another device enabling closure around the rotatable tubular 32. In the configuration shown in FIG. 9, a variety of devices are illustrated to show the principle of the riser system 100 being universally adaptable. For example, but not intended to be limiting, C1 is a schematic depiction of an annular BOP shown as an integral part of the riser system 100. It is also possible to have an annular BOP as a device for insertion. C2 shows schematically an active (requires external input to seal) RCD adaptation and C3 shows a typical passive (mechanically sealing all the time) RCD adaptation with dual seals.

The riser system 100 has several outlets to enable full use of the functionality of the devices A, B, and C1-C3. These include outlet 33 which allows communication to the annulus between the inner and outer riser (if installed), inlet/outlet 40 which allows communication into the riser below the safety device installed in C1, outlet 41 which is available for use as an emergency vent line if such a system is required for a particular use of the riser system 100, outlet/inlet 44 which would be the main flow outlet (can also be used as an inlet for equalization), outlet 45 which can be used to provide a redundant flow outlet/inlet, outlet 54 which can be used as an alternative outlet/inlet and outlet 61 which can be used as an inlet/outlet. The particular configuration and use of these inlets and outlets depends on the application. For example, in managed pressure drilling, outlets 44 and 45 could be used to give two redundant outlets. In the case of mud-cap drilling, outlet 44 would be used as an inlet tied into one pumping system and outlet 45 would be used as a back-up
inlet for a second pumping system. A typical hook-up schematic is illustrated in FIG. 11, which will be described later.

The details for the devices are now given to allow a fuller understanding of the typical functionality of the riser system 100. The riser system 100 is designed to allow insertion of items as required, i.e., the clearances allow access to the lowermost adapter to insert items as required, with increases in clearance from bottom to top.

Device A is the inner riser adapter and may be specified according to the provider of the inner riser system. On the lhs (left hand side) item 34 is the adapter that would be part of the riser system 100. This would have typically a seal bore and a latch recess. A protector sleeve 35 would usually be in place to preserve the seal area. On the rhs (right hand side) the inner riser is shown installed. When the inner riser 36 is run, this sleeve 35 would be removed to allow latching of the inner riser 36 in the adapter 34 with the latch and seal mechanism 37. The exact detail and operation depends on the supplier of the inner riser assembly. Once installed, the inner riser provides a sealed conduit eliminating the pressure weakness of the outer riser section 30. The riser system 100 may be manufactured to a higher pressure rating so that it could enable the full or partial pressure capability of the inner riser system. An outlet 33 is provided to allow monitoring of the annulus between inner riser 36 and outer riser 30.

Devices B1 and B2 are pressure test adapters. Normally in conventional operations the riser is never pressure tested. All pressure tests take place in the subsea BOP stack. For pressurized operations, a pressure test is
required of the full riser system after installation to ensure integrity. For this pressure test, adapter B2 is required which is the same in principle as the description here for pressure test adapter B1. The riser system 100 includes an adapter 38 for the purpose of accepting a pressure test adapter 39. This pressure test adapter 39 allows passage of the maximum clearance required during the pressurized operations. It can be pre-installed or installed before pressurized operations are required. When a pressure test is required, an adapter 39a is attached to a tubular 32 and set in the adapter 39 as illustrated in the rhs of FIG. 9. The adapter 39a will lock positively to accept pressure tests from above and below. The same description is applicable for device B2, which is installed at the very top of the riser system 100, i.e., above the outlet 61. With B2, the whole riser and riser system 100 can be pressure tested to a ‘test’ pressure above subsequent planned pressure test. Once the overall pressure test is achieved with device B2, subsequent pressure tests will usually use device B1 for re-pressure testing the integrity of the system after maintenance on RCDs.

Device C1 is a safety device that can be closed around the rotatable tubular 32, for example but not being limited to an annular BOP 42, a ram BOP adapted for passage through the rotary table, or an active RCD device like that depicted in C2. The device C1 can be installed internally like C2 and C3 or it can be an integral part of the riser system 100 as depicted in FIG. 9. Item 42 is a schematic representation of an annular BOP without all the details.

When not in use as shown on the lhs, the seal element is in a relaxed state 43a. When required, it can be activated and will seal around the tubular 32 as shown on the rhs with
representation 43b. For particular applications, e.g., underbalanced flow drilling where hydrocarbons are introduced into the riser under pressure, two devices of type C1 may be installed to provide a dual barrier.

Device C2 schematically depicts an active RCD. An adapter 46 is part of the riser system 100 to allow installation of an adapter 47 with the required seal and latch systems that are designed for the particular RCD being used in the riser system 100. Both 46 and 47 have ports to allow the typical supply of hydraulic fluids required for the operation of an active RCD. A seal protector and hydraulic port isolation and seal protector sleeve 48 are normally in place when the active RCD 50 is not installed as shown on the lhs. When the use of the active RCD 50 is required, the seal protector sleeve 48 is pulled out with a running tool attached to the rotatable tubular 32. Then the active RCD 50 is installed as shown on the rhs. A hydraulic adapter manifold 51 provides communication from the hydraulic supply (not shown) to the RCD. Schematically, two hydraulic conduits are shown on the rhs. Conduit 52 supplies hydraulic fluid to energize the active element 49 and hydraulic conduit 53 typically supplies oil (or other lubricating fluid) to the bearing. A third conduit may be present (not shown) which allows recirculation of the bearing fluid. Depending on the particular type of active RCD, more or fewer hydraulic conduits may be required for other functions, e.g., pressure indication and/or latching functions.

Device C3 schematically depicts a passive RCD 58 with two passive elements 59 and 60 as is commonly used. An adapter 57 is installed in the riser system 100. It is
possible to make adapters that protect the sealing surface by bore variations and in such a case for a passive head requiring no utilities (some require utilities for bearing lubrication/cooling) no seal protector sleeve is required.

In this case the passive RCD 58 can be installed directly into the adapter 57 as shown on rhs with the sealing elements 59 and 60 continuously in contact with the tubular 32. This schematic installation also assumes that the latching mechanism for the RCD 58 is part of the RCD and activated/deactivated by the running tool(s).

The riser system 100 may also include other items attached to it to make it a complete package that requires no further installation activity once installed in the riser. These other items may include instrumentation and valves attached to the outlets/ inlets 33, 40, 41, 44, 45, 54, 61. These are described in conjunction with FIG. 11 below. To enable full functionality of these outlet utilities and of the devices installed (A, B1, B2, C1, C2, C3) the riser system 100 includes a control system 55 that centralizes all the monitoring activities on the riser system 100 and provides a data link back to the floating drilling installation. The riser system 100 includes another control system 55 that provides for control of hydraulic functions of the various devices and an accumulator package 56 that provides the reserve pressure for all the hydraulic utilities. Other control/utility/supply boxes may be added as necessary to minimize the number of connections required back to surface.

Referring to FIG. 11, this shows the typical flow path through the riser system 100 and injection system 200.
Drilling fluid 81 flows down the rotatable tubular 32, exiting at the drilling bit 82. Then the fluid is a mixture of drilling fluid and cuttings that is returning in the annulus between the rotatable tubular and the drilled hole. The flow passes through a subsea BOP 83 if installed and then progresses into the riser string 84. The injection system 200 can inject variable density fluid into this return flow. The flow 85 continues as a mixture of drilling fluid, cuttings, and variable density fluid introduced by the injection system 200 up the riser into the riser system 100. There it passes through the safety devices C1, C2, and C3 and proceeds into the slip joint 91 if none of the devices is closed.

Outlet 41 is connected to a safety device 104 that allows for pressure relief back to the floating drilling installation through line 95. This safety device 104 may be a safety relief valve or other suitable system for relieving pressure.

Devices C1, C2, and C3 are connected through their individual control pods 301, 302, and 303 respectively to a central electro-hydraulic control system 304 that also includes accumulators. It has an electric line 89 and a hydraulic line 90 back to the floating drilling installation. In concept, the usage of the different connections is similar so the following description for items 40, 111, 112, 113, 114, and 119 is the same as for 44, 118, 117, 115, 116 and 119; and for 45, 124, 123, 122, 121 and 120; as well as for 54, 131, 132, 133, 134 and 120.

How many of these sets of connections and valves are installed is dependent on the planned operation, number of devices (C1, C2, and C3) installed, and the degree of
flexibility required. A similar set of items can be connected to outlet 61 if required.

Taking outlet/inlet 40 as a typical example of the above listed sets, an instrument adapter or sensor 111 which can measure any required data, typically pressure and temperature, is attached to the line from outlet 40. The flow then goes through this line via a choking system 112 that is hydraulically or otherwise controlled, then through two hydraulically controlled valves 113 and 114 of which at least one is fail closed. The flow can then continue up line 88 back to the floating drilling installation. Flow can also be initiated in reverse down this line 88 if required. A similar line 194 is provided connected to outlet/inlet 45.

Sensor 111 can monitor parameters (such as pressure and/or temperature, etc.) in the interior of the riser section 30, riser string 84 or riser string 206 (described below) below the annular BOP 42 or the valve module 202 described below (see FIGS. 12 & 13). Sensors 118, 124 can monitor parameters (such as pressure and/or temperature, etc.) in the interior of the riser section 30 or riser string 84 or 206 between the annular BOP 42 or valve module 202 and the active RCD 50 or annular seal module 224 (described below, see FIGS. 14 & 15). Sensor 131 can monitor parameters (such as pressure and/or temperature, etc.) in the interior of the riser section 30 or riser string 84 or 206 between the active RCD 50 or annular seal module 224 and the passive RCD 58 or annular seal module 222 (described below, see FIGS. 16 & 17). Further or different sensors may be used to monitor, store and/or
transmit data indicative of any combination of parameters, as desired.

As depicted, FIG. 11 is a typical process and instrumentation diagram and can be interpreted as such, meaning any variation of flow patterns as required can be obtained by opening and closing of valves in accordance with the required operation of the devices C1, C2, and C3 which can be closed or opened (except, for example, the passive RCD 58 depicted in FIG. 9, which is normally always closed).

The control systems 55 described above are depicted in further detail in FIG. 11 as control systems 119, 120, 304. These control systems 119, 120, 304 are located subsea external to the riser string 84 or 206 and centralize electrical and hydraulic connections to the subsea valves 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 122, 133, 134, so that fewer electrical and hydraulic lines are needed to the surface.

Control system 119 is connected to electric line 186 and hydraulic supply line 87 for controlling actuation of valves 113, 114, 115, 116 and chokes 112, 117. Control system 119 also receives data signals from sensors 111, 118. Control signals from the surface may be multiplexed on the electric line 186, and data signals from the sensors 111, 118 may also be multiplexed on the electric line 186.

If outlet 44 is used for return flow of drilling fluids during drilling, then choke 117 may be used to regulate back pressure in the riser string 84 for managed pressure drilling to maintain a desired constant or selectively varying downhole pressure (for example, a bottomhole pressure at the drill bit depicted in FIG. 6B). The choke 117 may be automatically controlled via the
control system 119 in conjunction with a surface control
system 18 (see FIG. 10), for example, to enable automatic
control of the choke without need for human intervention
(although human intervention may be provided for, if
desired).

Control system 120 is connected to electric line 192
and hydraulic supply line 93 for controlling actuation of
valves 121, 122, 133, 134 and chokes 123, 132. Control
system 120 also receives data signals from sensors 124,
131. Control signals from the surface may be multiplexed
on the electric line 192, and data signals from the sensors
124, 131 may also be multiplexed on the electric line 192.

If outlet 45 or 54 is used for return flow of drilling
fluids during drilling, then choke 123 or 132 may be used
to regulate back pressure in the riser string 84 for
managed pressure drilling to maintain a desired constant or
selectively varying downhole pressure (for example, a
bottomhole pressure at the drill bit depicted in FIG. 6B).
The choke 123 or 132 may be automatically controlled via
the control system 120 in conjunction with a surface
control system (not shown), for example, to enable
automatic control of the choke without need for human
intervention (although human intervention may be provided
for, if desired).

Control system 304 is connected to electric line 89
and hydraulic supply line 90 for controlling operation of
the control pods 301, 302, 303. The control pods 301, 302,
303 include valves, actuators, accumulators, sensors for
actuating and monitoring operation of the various modules
(e.g., annular BOP 42, active RCD 50, passive RCD 58, valve
module 202 and/or annular seal modules 222, 224, 226) which
may be installed in the riser section 30 or riser string 84 or 206.

Any of the subsea control systems 119, 120, 304 can be replaced by means of a subsea remotely operated vehicle 320 (see FIG. 30). Thus, in the event of failure, malfunction, updating or requirement for maintenance of any of the control systems 119, 120, 304, this can be accomplished without need for disturbing the riser string 84 or 206.

Variable density fluid is injected down conduit 11 to the injection system 200 and the detailed description for this operation is described more fully below.

The injection system 200 consists of a riser section (usually a shorter section called a pup) which has an inlet, and a composite hose system, or other suitable delivery mechanism to allow injection of different density fluids into the riser at any point between the subsea BOP and the top of the riser system 100.

The injection system 200 can be used independently of or in conjunction with the riser system 100 on any floating drilling installation to enable density variations in the riser. In managed pressure or underbalanced drilling operations, the injection system 200 may be used to inject a fluid composition 150 into the riser string 84 which has less density than the drilling fluid 81 returned from the wellbore during drilling.

The injection system 200 allows the injection into the riser of a fluid composition 150 including, for example, Nitrogen or Aphrons (hollow glass spheres), or fluids of various densities which will allow hydrostatic variations to be applied to the well, when used in conjunction with a surface or sub surface choke. As described previously, the
injection system 200 is a conduit through which a Nitrogen cushion could be applied and maintained to allow more control of the BHP by manipulation of the surface choke, density of fluid injected, and injection rate both down the drill string and into the annulus through the injection system 200.

The injection system 200 externally includes all the usual riser connections and attachments required for a riser section. Additionally, the injection system 200 includes provision for mounting an accumulator(s) (shown), provision for accepting instrumentation for measuring pressure, temperature, and any other inputs or outputs. Emergency shut down system(s) remote operated valve(s), a hydraulic bundle line supplying hydraulic fluid, hydraulic pressure and control signals to the valve, and choke systems may also be included on the injection system 200.

The injection system 200 may be based solely on a hydraulic system, a hydraulic and electric bundle line for instrumentation or other electrical control requirements, or a full MUX (Multiplex) system. A choking system may also be inserted in the fluid injection conduit (shown) that is remotely and automatically controlled.

A riser section 1, which may be a riser pup, of the same design as the riser system with the same end connections 16 as the riser system is the basis of the injection system 200. This riser section 1 includes a fluid injection connection 2 with communication to the inside of the riser section 1. This connection 2 can be isolated from the riser internal fluid by hydraulically actuated valves 3a and 3b fitted with hydraulic actuators 4a and 4b. The injection rate can be controlled both by a surface control
system 19 (pump rate and/or choke) and subsea by a remotely operated choke 14. As added redundancy, one or more non-return valve(s) 8 may be included in the design. The conduit to supply the injection fluid from surface to the injection system 200 is shown as a spoolable composite conduit 11, which can be easily clamped to the riser or subsea BOP guidelines (if water depth allows and they are in place). Composite pipe and spooling systems as supplied by the Fiberspar Corporation are suitable for this application. The composite conduit 11 is supplied on a spoolable reel 12. The composite conduit 11 can be easily cut and connectors 13 fitted in-situ on the floating drilling installation for the required length. The operating hydraulic fluid for the actuators 4a and 4b of subsea control valves 3a and 3b and hydraulic choke 14 can be stored on the injection system 200 in accumulators 5 and 15, respectively. They can be individual, independent accumulator systems or one common supply system with electronic control valves as supplied in a MUX system. The fluid to the accumulators 5, 15 is supplied and maintained through hydraulic supply lines 9 from hydraulic hose reel 10 supplied with hydraulic fluid from a surface hydraulic supply and surface control system 18. As discussed above, the surface control system 18 may also be used to control operation of subsea control systems 119, 120, 304, although additional or separate surface control system(s) may be used for this purpose, if desired.

Hydraulic fluid for the valve actuators 3a and 3b from the accumulator 5 is supplied through hose 7 and hydraulic fluid from accumulator 15 is supplied through hose 17 to hydraulic choke 14. Electro-hydraulic control valve 6a for actuators 4a and 4b allows closing and opening of valves 3a
and 3b by way of electrical signals from surface supplied by electric line 20 and electro-hydraulic control valve 6b allows closing and opening of the hydraulic choke 14 similarly supplied by control signal from surface by line 20.

During conventional drilling operations, the valves 3a and 3b are closed and the injection system 200 acts like a standard section of riser. When variable density operations are required in the riser, valves 3a and 3b are opened by hydraulic control and a fluid composition 150 including, e.g., Nitrogen is injected by the surface system 19 through the hose reel 12 down the conduit 11 into the riser inlet connection 2. The rate can be controlled at the surface system 19 and/or by the downhole choke 14 as required. One of the hydraulic control valves 3b is set up as a fail-safe valve, meaning that if pressure is lost in the hydraulic supply line it will close, thus always ensuring the integrity of the riser system. Similarly, when a return to conventional operations is required, fluid injection is stopped and the valves 3a and 3b are closed.

The injection system 200 may include, as illustrated in FIG. 11, pressure and temperature sensors 21, plus the required connections and systems going to a central control box 142 (see FIG. 11) to transmit these to surface. The valves 4a, 4b and choke 14 may be operated by hydraulic or electric signal and cables 9, 20 run with the reel 10 or by acoustic signal or other system enabling remote control from surface.

In FIG. 11 the variable density fluid composition 150 is injected down the conduit 11, through a non-return valve 8, two hydraulic remote controlled valves 4a and 4b, then
through a remote controlled choke 14 into inlet 2. Sensors 21 allow the measurement of desired data which is then routed to the control system 142 which consists of accumulators, controls which receives input/output signals from line 20 and hydraulic fluid from line 9.

An example use and operating procedure are described here for a typical floating drilling installation to illustrate an example method of use of the system.

The riser system 100 will be run as a normal section of riser through the rotary table RT, thus not exceeding the normal maximum OD for a 21 inch riser system of about 49 inches or 60 inches as found on newer generation floating drilling installations. It will have full bore capability for 18-3/4 inch BOP stack systems and be designed to the same specification mechanically and pressure capability as the heaviest wall section riser in use for that system. An injection system 200 will be run in the lower part of the riser with spoolable composite pipe (FIBERSPAR(TM), a commercially available composite pipe, is suitable for this application).

In normal drilling operations with, e.g., a plan to proceed to managed pressure drilling, the riser system 100 and injection system 200 will be run with all of the external components installed. The riser system 100 and injection system 200 will be installed with seal bore protector sleeves 35, 48 in place and pressure tested before insertion into riser. During conventional drilling operation the inlet and outlet valves will be closed and both the riser system 100 and injection system 200 will act as normal riser pup joints. The riser system 100 will be
prepared with the correct seal bore adapters for the RCD system to be used.

When pressurized operations are required, the injection system 200 is prepared and run as part of the riser inserted at the point required. The necessary connections for control lines 9, 20 are run, as well as the flexible conduit 11, for injecting fluids of variable density in the fluid composition 150. The cables and lines are attached to the riser or to the BOP guidelines if present. Valves 4a and 4b are closed.

The riser system 100 is prepared with the necessary valves and controls as shown in FIG. 11. All the valves are closed. The hoses and lines are connected as necessary and brought back to the floating drilling installation.

Pipe will be run in hole with a BOP test adapter. The test adapter is set in the subsea wellhead and the annular BOP C3 is closed in the riser system 100. A pressure test is then performed to riser working pressure. The annular BOP C3 in the riser system 100 is then opened and the pressure test string is pulled out. If the subsea BOP has rams that can hold pressure from above, a simpler test string can be run setting a test plug in adapter B2 on the riser system 100 (see FIG. 9).

When the riser system 100 is required for use, an adapter 39 will be run in the lower nipple B1 of the riser system 100 to provide a pressure test nipple similar to that of the smallest casing string in the wellhead so that subsequent pressure tests do not require a trip to subsea BOP.
The seal bore protector sleeve 48 for the RCD adapter C2 may be pulled out. Then the RCD 50 can be set in C2. Once set, the RCD 50 is function tested.

The rotatable tubular 32 is then run in hole with the pressure test adapter 39a for the riser system 100 until the adapter 39a is set in adapter 39 (already prepared as part of a previous step). The RCD 50 is then closed and, for active systems only, fluid is circulated through the riser system 100 using, e.g., outlet 44. The outlet 44 is then closed and the riser is pressure tested. Once pressure tested, the pressure is bled off and the seal element on the RCD 50 is released. The test assembly is then pulled out of the riser system 100. A similar method may be completed to set another RCD 58 in section C3.

The drilling assembly is then run in hole and circulation at the drilling depth is established. The pumps are then stopped. Once stopped, the RCD 50 seal element is installed (only if needed for the particular type of RCD), and the RCD 50 is activated (for active systems only). The mud outlet 44 on the riser system 100 is then opened. Circulation is then established and backpressure is set with an automated surface choke system or, alternatively, the choke 112 connected to the outlet 44. If a change in density is required in the riser fluid, choke 14 (see FIG. 11) is closed on the injection system 200 and valves 4a, 4b are opened. A fluid composition 150, including, but not limited to, Nitrogen is circulated at the desired rate into return flow to establish a cushion for dampening pressure spikes. It should be appreciated that Nitrogen is only an example, and that other suitable fluids may be used. For example, a fluid composition 150 containing compressible
agents (e.g., solids or fluids whose volume varies significantly with pressure) may be injected into the riser at an optimum point in order to provide this damping. Drilling is then resumed.

The system is shown in FIG. 3f and depicted schematically in FIG. 6b for comparison to the conventional system of FIG. 6a. A typical preferred embodiment for the drilling operation using this invention would be the introduction of Nitrogen under pressure into the return drilling fluid flow stream coming up the riser. This is achieved by the presently described invention by the injection system 200 with an attached pipe that can be easily run as part of any of the systems depicted in FIGS. 3a-g.

Variations of the above method with the riser system 100 and injection system 200 will enable a variety of drilling permutations that require pressurized riser operations, such as but not limited to dual density or dual gradient drilling; managed pressure drilling (both under and overbalanced mud weights); underbalanced drilling with flow from the formation into the wellbore; mud-cap drilling, i.e., injection drilling with no or little return of fluids; and constant bottom hole pressure drilling using systems that allow continuous circulation. The riser system 100/injection system 200 enables the use of DAPC (dynamic annular pressure control) and SECURE (mass balance drilling) systems and techniques. The riser system 100/injection system 200 also enables the use of pressurized riser systems with surface BOP systems run below the water line. The riser system 100/injection system 200 can also be used to enable the DORS (deep ocean riser
system). The ability to introduce Nitrogen as a dampening fluid will for the first time give a mechanism for removing or very much reducing the pressure spikes (surge and swab) caused by heave on floating drilling installations. The riser system 100/injection system 200 enables a line into the interior of any of the riser systems depicted in FIGS. 3a-g and allows the placement of this line at any point between the surface and bottom of the riser. The riser system 100 and injection system 200 can be used without a SBOP, thus substantially reducing costs and enabling the technology shown in FIG. 3g. The riser system depicted in FIG. 3g also illustrates moving the injection system 200 to a higher point in the riser.

As described above, the riser system 100 and injection system 200 may be interconnected into an otherwise conventional riser string. The riser system 100/injection system 200 provides a means for pressurizing the marine riser to its maximum pressure capability and easily allows variation of the fluid density in the riser. The injection system 200 includes a riser pup joint with provision for injecting a fluid into the riser with isolation valves. The riser system 100 includes a riser pup joint with an inner riser adapter, a pressure test nipple, a safety device, outlets with valves for diverting the mud flow and nipples with seal bores for accepting RCDs. The easy delivery of fluids to the lower injection pup joint (injection system 200) is described. A method is detailed to manipulate the density in the riser to provide a wide range of operating pressures and densities enabling the concepts of managed pressure drilling, dual density drilling or dual gradient drilling, and underbalanced drilling.
Referring additionally now to FIGS. 12-31, an alternate configuration of the riser system 100 is schematically and representatively illustrated. The riser system 100 of FIGS. 12-31 includes many elements which are similar in many respects to those described above, or which are alternatives to the elements described above.

In FIGS. 12 & 13, installation of a valve module 202 in a riser string 206 is representatively illustrated. FIG. 12 depicts the valve module 202 being conveyed and positioned in a valve module housing 280 of the riser string 206, and FIG. 13 depicts the valve module 202 after it has been secured and sealed within the housing 280.

The housing 280 is shown as being a separate component of the riser string 206, but in other embodiments the housing could be integrated with other module housings 268, 282, 284, 306 (described below), and could be similar to the construction of the riser section 30 shown in FIGS. 8 & 9. The riser string 206 could correspond to the riser string 84 in the process and instrumentation diagram of FIG. 11.

The housing 280 provides a location 240 for appropriately positioning the valve module 202 in the riser string 206. In this example, the housing 280 includes an internal latch profile 262 and a seal bore 328 for securing and sealing the valve module 202 in the riser string 206.

The valve module 202 includes an anchoring device 208 with radially outwardly extendable latch members 254 for engaging the profile 262, and seals 344 for sealing in the seal bore 328. The valve module 202 is depicted in FIG. 13 after the members 254 have been extended into engagement
with the profile 262, and the seals 344 are sealingly engaged with the seal bore 328.

Other configurations of the valve module 202 can be used, if desired. For example, as depicted in FIGS. 30 & 31, the latch members 254 could instead be displaced by means of actuators 278 positioned external to the riser string 206, in order to selectively engage the latch members with an external profile 270 formed on the valve module 202. Operation of the actuators 278 could be controlled by the subsea control systems 119, 304, control pod 301 and/or surface control system 18 described above.

The valve module 202 selectively permits and prevents fluid flow through a flow passage 204 formed longitudinally through the riser string 206. As depicted in FIGS. 12 & 13, the valve module 202 includes a ball valve which is operated by means of a hydraulic control line 316 externally connected to the housing 280, but other types of valve mechanisms (such as flapper valves, solenoid operated valves, etc.) may be used, if desired. Operation of the valve module 202 (for example, to open or close the valve) may be controlled by the subsea control system 304 and control pod 301, and/or the surface control system 18 described above.

A variety of operations may be performed utilizing the valve module 202. For example, the valve module 202 may be used to pressure test various portions of the riser string 206, to pressure test the annular seal modules 222, 224, 226 (described below), to facilitate pressure control in a wellbore 346 during underbalanced or managed pressure drilling (such as, during drill bit 348 changes, etc., see
FIG. 22), or during installation of completion equipment 350 (see FIG. 31).

Referring now to FIGS. 14 & 15, an annular seal module 224 is representatively illustrated being installed in a housing 284 in the riser string 206. In FIG. 14, the annular seal module 224 is being conveyed into the housing 284, and in FIG. 15, the annular seal module is depicted after having been secured and sealed within the housing.

The housing 284 provides a location 244 for appropriately positioning the annular seal module 224 in the riser string 206. In this example, the housing 284 includes an internal latch profile 266 and a seal bore 332 for securing and sealing the annular seal module 224 in the riser string 206. The housing 284 may be a separate component of the riser string 206, or it may be integrally formed with any other housing(s), section(s) or portion(s) of the riser string.

The annular seal module 224 includes an anchoring device 250 with radially outwardly extendable latch members 258 for engaging the profile 266, and seals 352 for sealing in the seal bore 332. The annular seal module 224 is depicted in FIG. 15 after the members 258 have been extended into engagement with the profile 266, and the seals 352 are sealingly engaged with the seal bore 332.

Other configurations of the annular seal module 224 can be used, if desired. For example, as depicted in FIGS. 30 & 31, the latch members 258 could instead be displaced by means of actuators 278 positioned external to the riser string 206, in order to selectively engage the latch members with an external profile 274 formed on the annular seal module 224. Operation of the actuators 278 could be
controlled by the subsea control system 119, 304 and
ccontrol pod 302, and/or surface control system 18 described
above.

The annular seal module 224 selectively permits and
prevents fluid flow through an annular space 228 formed
radially between the riser string 206 and a tubular string
212 positioned in the flow passage 204 (see FIG. 22). As
depicted in FIGS. 14 & 15, the annular seal module 224
includes a radially extendable seal 218 which is operated
in response to pressure applied to a hydraulic control line
318 externally connected to the housing 284.

The annular seal module 224 also includes a bearing
assembly 324 which permits the seal 218 to rotate with the
tubular string 212 when the seal is engaged with the
tubular string and the tubular string is rotated within the
flow passage 204 (such as, during drilling operations).
The bearing assembly 324 is supplied with lubricant via a
lubricant supply line 322 externally connected to the
housing 284. A lubricant return line 326 (see FIG. 23) may
be used, if desired, to provide for circulation of
lubricant to and from the bearing assembly 324.

The annular seal module 224 is an alternative for, and
may be used in place of, the active RCD 50 described above.
Operation of the annular seal module 224 (for example, to
extend or retract the seal 218) may be controlled by means
of the subsea control system 304 and control pod 302,
and/or the surface control system 18 described above.

Referring now to FIGS. 16 & 17, an annular seal module
222 is representatively illustrated being installed in a
housing 282 in the riser string 206. In FIG. 16, the
annular seal module 222 is being conveyed into the housing
282, and in FIG. 17, the annular seal module is depicted after having been secured and sealed within the housing.

The housing 282 provides a location 242 for appropriately positioning the annular seal module 222 in the riser string 206. In this example, the housing 282 includes an internal latch profile 266 and a seal bore 330 for securing and sealing the annular seal module 222 in the riser string 206. The housing 282 may be a separate component of the riser string 206, or it may be integrally formed with any other housing(s), section(s) or portion(s) of the riser string.

The annular seal module 222 includes an anchoring device 248 with radially outwardly extendable latch members 256 for engaging the profile 266, and seals 354 for sealing in the seal bore 330. The annular seal module 222 is depicted in FIG. 17 after the members 256 have been extended into engagement with the profile 266, and the seals 354 are sealingly engaged with the seal bore 330.

Other configurations of the annular seal module 222 can be used, if desired. For example, as depicted in FIGS. 30 & 31, the latch members 256 could instead be displaced by means of actuators 278 positioned external to the riser string 206, in order to selectively engage the latch members with an external profile 272 formed on the annular seal module 222. Operation of the actuators 278 could be controlled by the subsea control system 120, 304 and control pod 303, and/or surface control system 18 described above.

The annular seal module 222 selectively permits and prevents fluid flow through the annular space 228 formed radially between the riser string 206 and the tubular
string 212 positioned in the flow passage 204 (see FIG. 22). As depicted in FIGS. 16 & 17, the annular seal module 222 includes flexible seals 216 which are for sealingly engaging the tubular string 212.

The annular seal module 222 also includes a bearing assembly 324 which permits the seals 216 to rotate with the tubular string 212 when the seal is engaged with the tubular string and the tubular string is rotated within the flow passage 204 (such as, during drilling operations).

The bearing assembly 324 may supplied with lubricant via a lubricant supply line and lubricant return line as described above for the annular seal module 224.

The annular seal module 222 is an alternative for, and may be used in place of, the passive RCD 58 described above. Operation of the annular seal module 222 may be controlled by means of the subsea control system 304 and control pod 302, and/or the surface control system 18 described above.

Referring now to FIG. 18, a tubular string anchoring device 210 is depicted as installed in a housing 268 interconnected in the riser string 206. The anchoring device 210 includes latch members 356 engaged with an internal profile 358 formed in the housing 268. In addition, seals 214 are sealed in a seal bore 360 formed in the housing 268.

The housing 268 may be a separate component of the riser string 206, or it may be integrally formed with any other housing(s), section(s) or portion(s) of the riser string. In this configuration of the riser system 100, the housing 268 is preferably positioned above the locations 240, 242, 244, 246 provided for the other modules 202, 222,
224, 226, so that the anchoring device 210 and seals 214 may be used for pressure testing the riser string 206 and the other modules.

In one pressure testing procedure, the anchoring device 210 and seals 214 can be conveyed into and installed in the riser string 206 with a portion of the tubular string 212 which extends downwardly from the anchoring device and through any annular seal modules 222, 224, 226, but not through the valve module 202. This configuration is representatively illustrated in FIG. 19.

Note that, in FIG. 19, the tubular string 212 extends downwardly from the anchoring device 210 (not visible in FIG. 19), through the annular seal modules 222, 224, and into the flow passage 204 above the valve module 202. The tubular string 212 does not extend through the valve module 202.

The anchoring device 210 functions in the pressure testing procedure to prevent displacement of the tubular string 212 when pressure differentials are applied across the annular seal modules 222, 224, 226 and the valve module 202. The seals 214 on the anchoring device 210 also function to seal off the flow passage 204. Pressure can be delivered from a remote location (such as a surface facility) through the tubular string 212 to the flow passage 204 below the anchoring device 210.

The valve module 202 can be pressure tested by applying a pressure differential across the closed valve module using the tubular string 212. In the configuration of FIG. 19, pressure may be applied via the tubular string 212 to a portion of the riser string 206 between the closed valve module 202 and the annular seal module 224 (in which
the seal 218 has been actuated to sealingly engage the tubular string). This applied pressure would also cause application of a pressure differential across the annular seal module 224 and the portion of the riser string 206 between the closed valve module 202 and the annular seal module 224. Any pressure leakage observed would be indicative of a structural or seal failure in the valve module 202, riser string 206 portion or annular seal module 224.

In order to pressure test the annular seal module 222 and the portion of the riser string 206 between the annular seal modules 222, 224, the seal 218 of the annular seal module 224 can be operated to disengage from the tubular string 212. In this manner, pressure applied via the tubular string 212 to the flow passage 204 would cause a pressure differential to be applied across the annular seal module 222 and the portion of the riser string 206 between the annular seal modules 222, 224.

Alternatively, or in addition, the tubular string 212 could be positioned so that its lower end is between the annular seal modules 222, 224, in which case operation of the seal 218 may not affect whether a pressure differential is applied across the annular seal module 222 or the portion of the riser string 206 between the annular seal modules 222, 224.

If the valve module 202 is opened, then pressure applied via the tubular string 212 can be used to pressure test the portion of the riser string 206 below the annular seal module 222 and/or annular seal module 224. In this manner, the pressure integrity of the portion of the riser string 206 which would be subject to significant pressure
differentials during underbalanced or managed pressure drilling can be verified.

Note that the pressure applied to the flow passage 204 via the tubular string 212 may be a pressure increase or a pressure decrease, as desired. In addition, the pressure differentials caused as a result of the application of pressure via the tubular string 212 may also be used for pressure testing various components of the riser string 206, including but not limited to valves, lines, accumulators, chokes, seals, control systems, sensors, etc. which are associated with the riser string.

Although the FIG. 19 configuration depicts the annular seal module 222 being positioned below the anchoring device 210, the annular seal module 224 being positioned below the annular seal module 222, and the valve module 202 being positioned below the annular seal module 224, it should be clearly understood that various arrangements of these components, and different combinations of these and other components, may be used in keeping with the principles of the invention. For example, instead of one each of the annular seal modules 222, 224 being used in the riser system 100, only one annular seal module 222 or 224 could be used, two annular seal modules 222 or two annular seal modules 224 could be used, the annular seal module 226 (described below) could be used in place of either or both of the annular seal modules 222, 224, any number or combination of annular seal modules could be used, the annular BOP 42 described above could be used in place of any of the annular seal modules 222, 224, 226, etc.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 20, the annular seal module 222 is depicted as being installed in the riser
string 206 conveyed on the tubular string 212. The drill bit 348 on the lower end of the tubular string 212 prevents the annular seal module 222 from falling off of the lower end of the tubular string.

Preferably, the latch members 256 and profile 264 are of the type which selectively engage with each other as the module 222 displaces through the riser string 206. That is, the latch members 256 and profile 264 may be "keyed" to each other, so that the latch members 256 will not operatively engage any other profiles (such as profiles 262, 266, 358) in the riser string 206, and the profile 264 will not be operatively engaged by any other latch members (such as latch members 254, 258, 356). A suitable "keying" system for this purpose is the SELECT-20(TM) system marketed by Halliburton Engineering Services, Inc. of Houston, Texas USA.

One advantage of using such a "keyed" system is that a minimum internal dimension ID of the riser string 206 at each of the module locations 240, 242, 244, 246 can be at least as great as a minimum internal dimension of the riser string between the opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string. This would not necessarily be the case if progressively decreasing no-go diameters were used to locate the modules 202, 222, 224, 226 in the riser string 206.

Once the annular seal module 222 has been installed in the riser string 206, either conveyed on the tubular string 212 as depicted in FIG. 20 or by using a running tool as depicted in FIG. 16, the seals 216 can be installed in the annular seal module or retrieved from the annular module by conveying the seals on the tubular string 212.
Latch members 257 permit the seals 216 to be separately installed in or retrieved from the annular seal module 222. The latch members 257 could, for example, be the same as or similar to the latch members 256 used to secure the annular seal module 222 in the riser string 206.

In one preferred method, the annular seal module 222 can be installed and secured in the riser string 206 using a running tool, without the seals 216 being present in the module. Then, when the tubular string 212 with the bit 348 thereon is lowered through the riser string 206, the seals 216 can be conveyed on the tubular string and installed and secured in the annular seal module 222. When the tubular string 212 and bit 348 are retrieved from the riser string 206, the seals 216 can be retrieved also.

This method can also be used for installing and retrieving the seals 218, 220 on any of the other annular seal modules 224, 226 described herein, for example, by providing latch members or other anchoring devices for the seals in the annular seal modules. The seals 216, 218, 220 could also be separately conveyed, installed and/or retrieved on other types of conveyances, such as running tools, testing tools, other tubular strings, etc.

The annular seal modules 222, 224 and/or 226 can be installed in any order and in any combination, and the seals 216, 218 and/or 220 can be separately installed and/or retrieved from the riser string in any order and in any combination. For example, two annular seal modules (such as the annular seal modules 222, 224 as depicted in FIG. 21) could be installed in the riser string 206, and then the seals 216, 218 could be conveyed on the tubular string 212 (either together or separately) and secured in
the respective annular seal modules. The use of selective latch members 257 permits the appropriate seal 216 or 218 to be selectively installed in its respective annular seal module 222, 224.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 21, the annular seal module 222 is depicted as being retrieved from the riser string 206 by the tubular string 212. With the latch members 256 disengaged from the profile 264, the annular seal module 222 can be retrieved from within the riser string 206 along with the tubular string 212 (for example, with the drill bit 348 preventing the annular seal module from falling off of the lower end of the tubular string), so that a separate trip does not need to be made to retrieve the annular seal module. This method will also permit convenient replacement of the seals 216, or other maintenance to be performed on the annular seal module 222, between trips of the tubular string 212 into the well (such as, during replacement of the bit 348).

Note that any of the other modules 202, 224, 226 can also be conveyed into the riser string 206 on the tubular string 212, and any of the other modules can also be retrieved from the riser string on the tubular string. In one example described below (see FIG. 30), multiple modules can be retrieved from the riser string 206 simultaneously on the tubular string 212.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 22, the riser system 100 is representatively illustrated while the tubular string 212 is rotated in the flow passage 204 of the riser string 206 in order to drill the wellbore 346 during a drilling operation. The seals 216 of the annular seal module 222 sealingly engage and rotate with the
tubular string 212, and the seal 218 of the annular seal module 224 sealingly engage and rotate with the tubular string, in order to seal off the annular space 228. In this respect, the annular seal module 222 may act as a backup for the annular seal module 224.

The drilling fluid return line 342 is in this example in fluid communication with the flow passage 204 below the annular seal module 224. Drilling fluid which is circulated down the tubular string 212 is returned (along with cuttings, the fluid composition 150 and/or formation fluids, etc., during the drilling operation) via the line 342 to the surface.

The line 342 may correspond to the line 88 or 194 described above, and various valves (e.g., valves 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 122, 133, 134), chokes (e.g., chokes 112, 117, 123, 132), sensors (e.g., sensors 111, 118, 124, 131), etc., may be connected to the line 342 for regulating fluid flow through the line, regulating back pressure applied to the flow passage 204 to maintain a constant or selectively varying pressure in the wellbore 346, etc. The line 342 is depicted in FIG. 21 as being connected to the portion of the riser string 206 between the annular seal modules 222, 224 in order to demonstrate that various locations for locating the line may be used in keeping with the principles of the invention.

Another line 362 may be in fluid communication with the flow passage 204, for example, in communication with the annular space 228 between the annular seal modules 222, 224. This line 362 may be used for pressure relief (in which case the line may correspond to the line 95 described above), for monitoring pressure in the annular space 228,
as an alternate drilling fluid return line, or for any other purpose. The line 362 could be in communication with the flow passage 204 at any desired point along the riser string 206, as desired.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 23, an example of a flange connection along the riser string 206 is representatively illustrated, in order to demonstrate how the various lines can be accommodated while still allowing the riser system to fit through a conventional rotary table RT. This view is taken along line 23-23 of FIG. 18. Note that the booster line BL, choke line CL, kill line KL, well control umbilical 180 and subsea BOP hydraulic supply lines 364 are conventional and, thus, are not described further here.

The drilling fluid return line 342 is conveniently installed in a typically unused portion of the flange connection. The injection conduit 11 and hydraulic supply line 9, as well as the lubrication supply and return lines 322, 326, pressure relief line 362 and electrical lines 20, 89, 186, 192 are positioned external to the flange connection, but still within an envelope which permits the riser string 206 to be installed through the rotary table RT. A hydraulic return or balance line 182 may also be provided external to the flange connection, if desired.

Referring additionally now to FIGS. 24 & 25, a manner in which compact external connections to the flow passage 204 in the riser string 206 can be accomplished is representatively illustrated. In this example, multiple connections are made between the drilling fluid return line 342 and the flow passage 204, but it should be understood that such connections may be made between the flow passage
and any one or more external lines, such as the pressure relief line 362, injection conduit 11, etc.

Note that three combined valves 310 and actuators 314 are interconnected between the return line 342 and respective angled riser port connectors 366. These valves 310 and actuators 314 may correspond to the various valves (e.g., valves 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 122, 133, 134) and chokes (e.g., chokes 112, 117, 123, 132) described above. By arranging the valves 310 and actuators 314 as depicted in FIGS. 24 & 25, the riser string 206 is made more compact and able to displace through a conventional rotary table RT.

Referring additionally now to FIGS. 26A-E, various arrangements of the components of the riser system 100 are representatively illustrated, so that it may be appreciated that the invention is not limited to any specific example described herein.

In FIG. 26A, all of the module housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280 are contiguously connected near an upper end of the riser string 206. This arrangement has the benefits of requiring shorter hydraulic and electrical lines for connection to the surface, and permits the housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280 to be integrally constructed as a single section of the riser string and to share components (such as accumulators, etc.). However, a large portion of the riser string 206 below the housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280 would be pressurized during, for example, managed pressure drilling, and this may be undesirable in some circumstances.

In FIG. 26B, the housings 280, 282, 284 for the valve module 202 and annular seal modules 222, 224 are positioned
approximately midway along the riser string 206. This reduces the portion of the riser string 206 which may be pressurized, but increases the length of hydraulic and electrical lines to these modules.

In FIG. 26C, the housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280 are distributed along the riser string 206 in another manner which places the valve module housing 280 just above a flex joint FJ at a lower end connection 234 of the riser string to the subsea wellhead structure 236. This arrangement allows the valve module 202 to be used to isolate substantially all of the riser string 206 from the well below.

In FIG. 26D, the housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280 are arranged contiguous to each other just above the flex joint FJ. As with the configuration of FIG. 26C, this arrangement allows the valve module 202 to be used to isolate substantially all of the riser string 206 from the well below, and also substantially reduces the portion of the riser string which would be pressurized during managed pressure drilling.

The arrangement of FIG. 26E is very similar to the arrangement of FIG. 26D, except that the flex joint FJ is positioned above the housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280. This arrangement may be beneficial in that it does not require pressurizing of the flex joint FJ during managed pressure drilling.

The flex joint FJ could alternatively be positioned between any of the housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280, and at any point along the riser string 206. One advantage of the riser system 100 is that it enables utilization of a pressurized riser in deepwater drilling operations where an
intermediate flex joint FJ is required, and where a riser fill up valve is required.

Although each of the housings 306, 282, 284 for the annular seal modules 226, 224, 222 are depicted in FIGS. 26A-E, it should be understood that any one or combination of the housings could be used instead. The various housings 268, 306, 282, 284, 280 may also be arranged in a different order from that depicted in FIGS. 26A-E.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 27, a portion 308 of the rise string 206 is representatively illustrated in an isometric view, so that the compact construction of the riser string, which enables it to be installed through a conventional rotary table RT, may be more fully appreciated.

In this view, the externally connected valves 310, actuators 314 and connectors 366 described above in conjunction with FIGS. 24 & 25 are again depicted. In addition, an accumulator 312 is shown externally attached to the riser portion 308. This accumulator 312 may correspond to any of the accumulators 5, 15, 56 described above.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 28, the annular seal module 226 is representatively illustrated as being installed within a seal bore 334 in a housing 306 as part of the riser string 206. The annular seal module 226 may be used in addition to, or in place of, any of the other annular seal modules 222, 224, the active RCD 50 or the passive RCD 58 described above.

The annular seal module 226 includes multiple sets of seals 220 for sealingly engaging the tubular string 212 while the tubular string rotates within the flow passage.
The seals 220 can, thus, seal off the annular space 228 both while the tubular string 212 rotates and while the tubular string does not rotate in the flow passage 204.

In contrast to the seals of the other annular seal modules 222, 224, the active RCD 50 and the passive RCD 58 which rotate with the tubular string 212, the seals 220 of the annular seal module 226 do not rotate with the tubular string. Instead, the seals 220 remain stationary while the tubular string 212 rotates within the seals.

A lubricant/sealant (such as viscous grease, etc.) may be injected between the seals 220 via ports 368 from an exterior of the riser string 206 to thereby provide lubrication to reduce friction between the seals and the tubular string 212, and to enhance the differential pressure sealing capability of the seals. Sensors 340 may be used to monitor the performance of the seals 220 (e.g., to detect whether any leakage occurs, etc.).

Seals similar in some respects to the seals 220 of the annular seal module 226 are described in further detail in PCT Publication No. WO 2007/008085.

Although three sets of the seals 220 are depicted in FIG. 28, with three seals in each set, any number of seals and any number of sets of seals may be used in keeping with the principles of the invention.

Anchoring devices 252 are used for securing the annular seal module 226 in the housing 306 at the appropriate location 246. Each anchoring device 252 includes an actuator 278 and a latch member 260 for engagement with an external profile 276 formed on the annular seal module 226.
The use of the actuators 278 external to the riser string 206 provides for convenient securing and releasing of the module 226 from a remote location. In one embodiment, one or more of the modules 226 can be conveniently installed and/or retrieved on the tubular string 212 with appropriate operation of the actuators 278.

Operation of the actuators 278 could be controlled by the subsea control system 120, 304 and control pod 302 or 303, and/or surface control system 18 described above.

Operation of the annular seal module 226 (e.g., injection of the lubricant/sealant, monitoring of the sensors 340, etc.) may be controlled by means of the subsea control system 304 and control pod 302 or 303, and/or the surface control system 18 described above.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 29, an example of the riser system 100 is representatively illustrated in which multiple annular seal modules 226 are installed in the riser string 206. As depicted in FIG. 29, a second upper annular seal module 226 is being conveyed into the riser string 206 on the tubular string 212. The upper module 226 is supported on the tubular string 212 by a radially enlarged (externally upset) joint 370. When the upper module 226 is appropriately positioned in the housing 306, the actuators 278 will be operated to secure the upper module in position.

It will be appreciated that this method allows for installation of one or more annular seal modules 226 using the tubular string 212, without requiring additional trips into the riser string 206, and/or during normal drilling operations. For example, if during a drilling operation it is observed that the seals 220 of a lower module 226 are at
or near the end of their projected life (perhaps informed by indications received from the sensors 340), an additional module 226 can be conveyed by the tubular string 212 into the riser string 206 by merely installing the module onto the tubular string when a next joint 370 is connected.

In this manner, the drilling operations are not interrupted, and the tubular string 212 does not have to be retrieved from the riser string 206, in order to ensure continued sealing of the annular space 228. This method is not limited to use with drilling operations, but can be used during other operations as well, such as completion or stimulation operations.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 30, the riser system 100 is representatively illustrated with multiple modules 202, 222, 224 being retrieved simultaneously from the riser string 206 on the tubular string 212. Use of the external actuators 278 is particularly beneficial in this example, since they permit all of the modules 202, 222, 224 to be quickly and conveniently released from the riser string 206 for retrieval.

As depicted in FIG. 30, the drill bit 348 supports the modules 202, 222, 224 on the tubular string 212 for retrieval from the riser string 206. However, other means of supporting the modules 202, 222, 224 on the tubular string 212 may be used, if desired.

In an emergency situation, such as in severe weather conditions, it may be desirable to retrieve the tubular string 212 quickly and install hang-off tools. Use of the external actuators 278 enables this operation to be accomplished quickly and conveniently.
In the event of failure of one or more of the actuators 278 to function properly, a conventional subsea remotely operated vehicle (ROV) 320 may be used to operate the actuators 278. As described above, the ROV 320 may also be used to perform maintenance on the subsea control systems 119, 120, 142, 304, and to perform other tasks.

Also shown in FIG. 30 are sensors 230, 336, 338 of the respective modules 202, 222, 224. The sensors 230, 336, 338 can be used to monitor parameters such as pressure, temperature, or other characteristics which are indicative of the performance of each module 202, 222, 224. External connectors 372 may be used to connect the sensors 230, 336, 338 to the control systems 304, 18.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 31, the riser system 100 is representatively illustrated during installation of completion equipment 350 through the riser string 206. Since the modules 202, 222, 224 provide for relatively large bore access through the riser string 206, many items of completion equipment can be installed through the modules.

As depicted in FIG. 31, the completion equipment 350 includes a slotted liner. However, it will be appreciated that many other types and combinations of completion equipment can be installed through the modules 202, 222, 224 in keeping with the principles of the invention.

During installation of the completion equipment 350, the valve module 202 can be initially closed while the completion equipment is assembled and conveyed into the riser string 206 above the valve module. After the completion equipment 350 is in the upper riser string 206, and one or more of the annular seal modules 222, 224, 226
seals off the annular space 228 about the tubular string 212 above the completion equipment, the valve module 202 can be opened to allow the completion equipment and the tubular string to be safely conveyed into the wellbore 346.

In this type of operation, the spacing between the annular seal module(s) and the valve module 202 should be long enough to accommodate the length of the completion equipment 350. For example, a configuration similar to that shown in FIG. 26C could be used for this purpose.

Referring additionally now to FIG. 32, another configuration of the riser system 100 is representatively and schematically illustrated, in which the injection conduit 11 is connected to the drilling fluid return line 342. Thus, instead of injecting the fluid composition 150 directly into the annular space 228 or flow passage 204 in the riser string 206, in the configuration of FIG. 32 the fluid composition is injected into the drilling fluid return line 342.

In this manner, problems associated with, e.g., forming gas slugs in the riser string 206 may be avoided. The subsea choke 112, 117, 123 or 132 can still be used to regulate back pressure on the annular space 228 and, thus, the wellbore 346 (for example, during managed pressure drilling), and the benefits of dual density and dual gradient drilling can still be obtained, without flowing variable density fluids or gas through the subsea choke.

As depicted in FIG. 32, the fluid composition 150 is injected from the injection conduit 11 into the drilling fluid return line 342 downstream of the choke 117 and valves 115, 116 at outlet/inlet 44. However, this could be
accomplished downstream of any of outlets/inlets 40, 45 or 54, as well.

In another feature of the configuration illustrated in FIG. 32, the fluid composition 150 may be injected into the drilling fluid return line 342 at various different points along the return line. Valves 374 are interconnected between the injection conduit 11 and the return line 342 at spaced apart locations along the return line. Thus, a large degree of flexibility is available in the riser system 100 for gas-lifting or otherwise utilizing dual density or dual gradient drilling techniques with all, or any portion of, the return line 342 between the outlet/inlet 44 and the surface rig structure 238.

The valves 374 may be controlled utilizing the subsea control system 142 described above. The injection system illustrated in FIG. 32 may take the place of the injection system 200 described above, or the two could operate in conjunction with each other. The injection system of FIG. 32 could utilize valves similar to the valves 4a, 4b, chokes similar to choke 14, non-return valves similar to the non-return valve 8, and sensors similar to the sensors 21 described above.

It may now be fully appreciated that the above description provides many improvements in the art of riser system construction, drilling methods, etc. The riser system 100 allows the tubular string 212 to be moved in and out of the well under pressure in a variety of different types of drilling operations, such as underbalanced (UBD), managed pressure (MPD) and normal drilling operations. The riser system 100 allows for various internal modules 202, 222, 224, 226 and anchoring device 210 to be run in on
tubular string 212 and locked in place by hydraulic and/or mechanical means. The internal modules 202, 222, 224, 226 allow for annular isolation, well isolation, pipe rotation, diverting of flow, dynamic control of flow, and controlled fluid injection into the return line 342 and/or into the riser string 206.

The riser system 100 enables utilization of a pressurized riser in deepwater drilling operations where an intermediate flex joint FJ is required, and where a riser fill up valve is required.

The riser system 100 allows isolation of the wellbore 346 from the surface by closing the valve module 202. This permits introduction of long completion tool strings (such as the completion equipment 350), bottom hole assemblies, etc., while still maintaining multiple flowpaths back to surface to continue managed pressure drilling operations.

The riser system 100 permits flexibility in dual gradient, underbalanced, managed pressure and normal drilling operations with the ability to have chokes 112, 117, 123, 132 positioned subsea and in the return line 342, as well as the surface choke manifold CM. The subsea and surface choke systems can be linked and fully redundant. This removes the complexity of the dual gradient fluid (e.g., the fluid composition 150) being in the return line 342 during well control operations.

The riser system 100 allows dual gradient operations, without the drilling fluid having to be pumped to surface from the sea bed, removing the back pressure from the well, with the ability to have multiple injection points along the return line 342 to surface, and the flexibility to position the internal modules 202, 222, 224, 226 anywhere.
along the riser string 206 from the slip joint SJ to the lower marine riser package LMRP.

The riser system 100 has the capability of having multiple annular seal modules 222, 224, 226 installed in the riser string 206, in any combination thereof. The seals 216, 218, 220 in the modules 222, 224, 226 may be active or passive, control system or wellbore pressure operated, and rotating or static. The module housings 268, 280, 282, 284, 306 can accept modules provided by any manufacturer, which modules are appropriately configured for the respective internal profiles, seal bores, etc.

The riser system 100 allows for full bore access through the riser string 206 when the modules 202, 222, 224, 226 are removed, therefore, not imposing any restrictions on normal operations or procedures from a floating drilling vessel. In emergency situations, the modules 202, 222, 224, 226 can be quickly retrieved and an operator can run conventional hang-off tools through the riser string 206.

The riser system 100 allows all module housings 268, 280, 282, 284, 306 to be deployed through the rotary table RT as normal riser sections. There preferably is no need for personnel to make connections or install equipment in the moon pool area of a rig 238 for the riser system 100.

The riser system 100 provides for continuous monitoring of flow rates, pressures, temperatures, valve positions, choke positions, valve integrity (e.g., by monitoring pressure differential across valves) utilizing sensors 21, 111, 118, 124, 131, 340, 336, 338, 230. The sensors are connected to subsea and surface control systems
119, 120, 304, 142, 18, 19 for monitoring and control of all significant aspects of the riser system 100.

The riser system 100 can accept deployment of an inner riser 36, if needed for increasing the pressure differential capability of the riser string 206 below the annular seal modules 222, 224, 226.

The riser system 100 can utilize protective sleeves 35, 48 to protect ports and seal bores 328, 330, 332, 334, 360 in the riser string 206 when the respective modules are not installed. The inner diameters of the protective sleeves 35, 48 are preferably at least as great the inner diameter of the conventional riser joints used in the riser string 206.

The riser system 100 permits the annular seal modules 222, 224 and/or 226 to be installed in any order, and in any combination. The annular seal modules 222, 224 and/or 226 can all be positioned below the slip joint SJ.

The latching profiles 358, 262, 266, 264 or latch actuators 278 and profiles 270, 272, 274, 276, and seal bores 328, 330, 332, 334, 360 can be standardized to allow interchangeability between different modules and different types of modules.

The valve module 202 may be used in conjunction with a blind BOP at the wellhead structure 236 and/or a BOP module 42 in the riser system 100 for redundant isolation between the wellbore 346 and the surface in the riser string 206.

In particular, the above description provides a riser system 100 which may include a valve module 202 which selectively permits and prevents fluid flow through a flow
passage 204 extending longitudinally through a riser string 206.

An anchoring device 208 can releasably secure the valve module 202 in the flow passage 204. The anchoring device 208 may be actuated from a subsea location exterior to the riser string 206.

Another anchoring device 210 may releasably secure a tubular string 212 in the flow passage 204. The anchoring device 210 may prevent displacement of the tubular string 212 relative to the riser string 206 when pressure is increased in a portion of the riser string between the valve module 202 and a seal 214, 216, 218 or 220 between the tubular string 212 and the riser string 206.

An annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 may seal an annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and the tubular string 212. The anchoring device 210 may prevent displacement of the tubular string 212 relative to the riser string 206 when pressure is increased in a portion of the riser string between the valve module 202 and the annular seal module 222, 224 or 226.

As discussed above, the riser system 100 may include one or more annular seal modules 222, 224, 226 which seal the annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and a tubular string 212 in the flow passage 204. The annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 may include one or more seals 216, 218, 220 which seal against the tubular string 212 while the tubular string rotates within the flow passage 204. The seal 216, 218 may rotate with the tubular string 212. The seal 220 may remain stationary within the riser string 206 while the tubular string 212 rotates within the seal 220. The seal 218 may be selectively radially
extendable into sealing contact with the tubular string 212.

The riser system 100 may include at least one sensor 230 which senses at least one parameter for monitoring operation of the valve module 202.

A method of pressure testing a riser string 206 has been described which may include the steps of: installing a valve module 202 into an internal longitudinal flow passage 204 extending through the riser string 206; closing the valve module 202 to thereby prevent fluid flow through the flow passage 204; and applying a pressure differential across the closed valve module 202, thereby pressure testing at least a portion of the riser string 206.

The installing step may include securing the valve module 202 in a portion of the flow passage 204 disposed between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string 206. The lower end connection 234 may secure the riser string 206 to a subsea wellhead structure 236, and the upper end connection 232 may secure the riser string 206 to a rig structure 238. The upper end connection 232 may rigidly secure the riser string 206 to the rig structure 238.

The method may further include the step of installing an annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 into the flow passage 204, with the annular seal module being operative to seal an annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and a tubular string 212 positioned within the flow passage 204. The pressure differential applying step may include increasing pressure in the flow passage 204 between the valve module 202 and the annular seal module 222, 224 or 226.
The method may further include the step of installing another annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 into the flow passage 204, with the second annular seal module being operative to seal the annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and the tubular string 212 positioned within the flow passage 204. The pressure differential applying step may further include increasing pressure in the flow passage 204 between the valve module 202 and the second annular seal module 222, 224 or 226.

The method may further include the step of increasing pressure in the riser string 206 between the first and second annular seal modules 222, 224 and/or 226, thereby pressure testing the riser string between the first and second annular seal modules.

In the pressure differential applying step, the portion of the riser string 206 which is pressure tested may be between the valve module 202 and an end connection 234 of the riser string 206 which is secured to a wellhead structure 236.

The method may also include the steps of: conveying a tubular string 212 into the flow passage 204; and sealing and securing the tubular string at a position in the flow passage, so that fluid flow is prevented through an annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and the tubular string 212, and the pressure differential applying step may further include applying increased pressure via the tubular string 212 to the portion of the riser string 206 which is disposed between the valve module 202 and the position at which the tubular string 212 is sealed and secured in the flow passage 204.
The method may further include the step of utilizing at least one sensor 111, 118, 124 and/or 131 to monitor pressure within the riser portion during the pressure differential applying step.

Also described above is a method of constructing a riser system 100. The method may include the steps of: installing a valve module 202 in a flow passage 204 extending longitudinally through a riser string 206, the valve module 202 being operative to selectively permit and prevent fluid flow through the flow passage 204; and installing at least one annular seal module 222, 224 and/or 226 in the flow passage 204, the annular seal module being operative to prevent fluid flow through an annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and a tubular string 212 positioned in the flow passage 204.

The method may include the steps of providing an internal location 240 for sealing and securing the valve module 202 in the flow passage 204, and providing another location 242, 244 and/or 246 for sealing and securing the annular seal module 222, 224, 226 in the flow passage, and wherein a minimum internal dimension ID of the riser string 206 at each of these locations 240, 242, 244, 246 is at least as great as a minimum internal dimension of the riser string between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string.

The valve module 202 and annular seal module 222, 224, 226 installing steps may also each include actuating an anchoring device 208, 248, 250, 252 to secure the respective module relative to the riser string 206. The actuating step may include engaging a latch member 254, 256, 258, 260 of the respective module 202, 222, 224, 226
with a corresponding internal profile 262, 264, 266 formed in the riser string 206. The actuating step may include displacing a respective latch member 254, 256, 258, 260 into engagement with a corresponding external profile 270, 272, 274, 276 formed on the respective module 202, 222, 224, 226, and wherein a respective actuator 278 on an exterior of the riser string 206 causes displacement of the respective latch member 254, 256, 258, 260.

The method may include the steps of: interconnecting a valve module housing 280 as part of the riser string 206; and interconnecting an annular seal module housing 282, 284 and/or 306 as part of the riser string. Each of the interconnecting steps may include displacing the respective module housing 280, 282, 284, 306 through a rotary table RT. The displacing step may include displacing the respective module housing 280, 282, 284, 306 through the rotary table RT with at least one of a valve 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 122, 133 and/or 134 and an accumulator 56 externally connected to the respective module housing 280, 282, 284, 306.

The riser string 206 may include a portion 308 or section 30 having at least one valve 310, 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 122, 133 and/or 134, at least one accumulator 312 and/or 56, and at least one actuator 314 and/or 278 externally connected to the riser portion for operation of the valve and annular seal modules 202, 222, 224 and/or 226. The method may also include the step of displacing the riser portion 308 or section 30 with the externally connected valve 310, 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 122, 133 and/or 134, accumulator 312 and/or 56 and actuator 314 and/or 278 through a rotary table RT.
The method may include the steps of connecting hydraulic control lines 90, 316, 318 externally to the riser string 206 for operation of the valve and annular seal modules 202, 222, 224 and/or 226, and connecting the hydraulic control lines to a subsea hydraulic control system 304 external to the riser string 206. The method may also include the step of replacing the hydraulic control system 304 using a subsea remotely operated vehicle 320.

The method may include the step of connecting a hydraulic supply line 90 and an electrical control line 89 between the subsea hydraulic control system 304 and a surface hydraulic control system 18. Signals for operating the subsea hydraulic control system 304 to selectively supply hydraulic fluid to operate the valve and annular seal modules 202, 222, 224 and/or 226 may be multiplexed on the electrical control line 89.

The method may include the step of connecting at least one lubrication supply line 53 or 322 externally to the riser string 206 for lubricating a bearing assembly 324 of the annular seal module 222, 224. The method may include the step of connecting at least one lubrication return line 326 externally to the riser string 206 for returning lubricant from the bearing assembly 324.

The annular seal module 222, 224, 226 includes at least one seal 216, 218, 220 which seals against the tubular string 212 while the tubular string rotates within the flow passage 204. The seal 216 or 218 may rotate with the tubular string 212. The seal 220 may remain stationary within the riser string 206 while the tubular string 212 rotates within the seal 220. The seal 218 may be
selectively radially extendable into sealing contact with the tubular string 212.

The valve and annular seal module 202, 222, 224, 226 installing steps may include sealing the respective module in a corresponding seal bore 328, 330, 332, 334 formed in the riser string 206. The method may further include the steps of retrieving a respective seal bore protector sleeve 35, 48 from within the corresponding seal bore 328, 330, 332, 334 prior to the steps of installing the respective one of the valve and annular seal modules 202, 222, 224, 226.

The method may include the step of retrieving a seal bore protector sleeve 35, 48 from within the riser string 206 prior to the step of installing the valve module 202. The method may include the step of retrieving a seal bore protector sleeve 35, 48 from within the riser string 206 prior to the step of installing the annular seal module 222, 224, 226.

The method may include utilizing at least one sensor 111, 118, 124, 131 to monitor pressure in the flow passage 204 between the valve module 202 and the annular seal module 222, 224 or 226. The method may include utilizing at least one sensor 230, 336, 338, 340 to monitor at least one parameter indicative of a performance characteristic of at least one of the valve and annular seal modules 202, 222, 224, 226.

A drilling method is also described which may include the steps of: connecting an injection conduit 11 externally to a riser string 206, so that the injection conduit is communicable with an internal flow passage 204 extending longitudinally through the riser string 206; installing an
annular seal module 222, 224, 226 in the flow passage 204, the annular seal module being positioned in the flow passage between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string 206; conveying a tubular string 212 into the flow passage 204; sealing an annular space 228 between the tubular string 212 and the riser string 206 utilizing the annular seal module 222, 224, 226; rotating the tubular string 212 to thereby rotate a drill bit 348 at a distal end of the tubular string, the annular seal module 222, 224, 226 sealing the annular space 228 during the rotating step; flowing drilling fluid 81 from the annular space 228 to a surface location; and injecting a fluid composition 150 having a density less than that of the drilling fluid into the annular space 228 via the injection conduit 11.

In the injecting step, the fluid composition 150 may include Nitrogen gas. The fluid composition 150 may include hollow glass spheres. The fluid composition 150 may include a mixture of liquid and gas.

The riser string 206 may include a portion 1 having at least one valve 8, 3a, 3b, 6a, 6b at least one accumulator 5, 15, and at least one actuator 4a, 4b, 6b externally connected to the riser portion 1 for controlling injection of the fluid composition 150. The method may include displacing the riser portion 1 with the externally connected valve 8, 3a, 3b, 6a, 6b accumulator 5, 15 and actuator 4a, 4b, through a rotary table RT.

The method may include the steps of connecting hydraulic control lines 7, 9, 17 externally to the riser string 84, 206 for controlling injection of the fluid composition 150, and connecting the hydraulic control lines to a subsea hydraulic control system 142 external to the
riser string 84, 206. The method may include replacing the hydraulic control system 142 utilizing a subsea remotely operated vehicle 320. The method may include connecting a hydraulic supply line 9 and an electrical control line 20 between the subsea hydraulic control system 142 and a surface hydraulic control system 18. Signals for operating the subsea hydraulic control system 142 to selectively supply hydraulic fluid to control injection of the fluid composition 150 may be multiplexed on the electrical control line 20.

The method may include utilizing at least one sensor 21 to monitor pressure in the injection conduit 11.

A drilling method is also described which may include the steps of: connecting a drilling fluid return line 88, 194, 342 externally to a riser string 84, 206, so that the drilling fluid return line is communicable with an internal flow passage 204 extending longitudinally through the riser string; installing an annular seal module 222, 224, 226 in the flow passage 204, the annular seal module being positioned in the flow passage between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string; conveying a tubular string 212 into the flow passage 204; sealing an annular space 228 between the tubular string 212 and the riser string 206 utilizing the annular seal module 222, 224, 226; rotating the tubular string 212 to thereby rotate a drill bit 348 at a distal end of the tubular string, the annular seal module 222, 224, 226 sealing the annular space 228 during the rotating step; and flowing drilling fluid 81 from the annular space 228 to a surface location via the drilling fluid return line 342, the flowing step including varying a flow restriction through a subsea choke 112, 117,
123, 132 externally connected to the riser string 206 to thereby maintain a desired downhole pressure.

The step of varying the flow restriction may include automatically varying the flow restriction without human intervention to thereby maintain the desired downhole pressure.

The riser string 206 may include a portion 308 having at least one valve 310, at least one accumulator 312, and at least one actuator 314 externally connected to the riser portion for operating the subsea choke 112, 117, 123, 132. The method may further include displacing the riser portion 308 with the externally connected valve 310, accumulator 312 and actuator 314 through a rotary table RT.

The method may include connecting hydraulic control lines 87, 93 externally to the riser string 84, 206 for controlling operation of the choke 112, 117, 123, 132, and connecting the hydraulic control lines to a subsea hydraulic control system 119, 120 external to the riser string 84, 206. The method may include connecting the hydraulic control line 87, 93 and at least one electrical control line 186, 192 between the subsea hydraulic control system 119, 120 and a surface hydraulic control system 18. Signals for operating the subsea hydraulic control system 119, 120 to selectively supply hydraulic fluid to control operation of the choke 112, 117, 123, 132 may be multiplexed on the electrical control line 186, 192.

The method may include utilizing at least one sensor 111, 118, 124, 131 to monitor pressure in the drilling fluid return line 88, 194.

Another drilling method is described which may include the steps of: installing a first annular seal module 222,
224 or 226 in an internal flow passage 204 extending
longitudinally through a riser string 206, the first
annular seal module being secured in the flow passage
between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser
string; sealing an annular space 228 between the riser
string 206 and a tubular string 212 in the flow passage 204
utilizing the first annular seal module 222, 224 or 226,
the sealing step being performed while the tubular string
rotates within the flow passage; and then conveying a
second annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 into the flow
passage 204 on the tubular string 212.

The tubular string 212 may remain in the flow passage
204 between the opposite end connections 232, 234 of the
riser string 206 continuously between the sealing and
conveying steps.

The method may include sealing the annular space 228
between the riser string 206 and the tubular string 212 in
the flow passage 204 utilizing the second annular seal
module 222, 224 or 226, while the tubular string rotates
within the flow passage.

The second annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 may
include at least one seal 216, 218, 220 which seals against
the tubular string 212 while the tubular string rotates
within the flow passage 204. The seal 216, 218 may rotate
with the tubular string 212. The seal 220 may remain
stationary within the riser string 206 while the tubular
string 212 rotates within the seal. The seal 218 may be
selectively radially extendable into sealing contact with
the tubular string 212.

The method may include utilizing at least one sensor
118, 124, 131 to monitor pressure in the flow passage 204
between the first and second annular seal modules 222, 224, 226.

A further method is described which may include the steps of: installing multiple modules 202, 222, 224 and/or 226 in an internal flow passage 204 extending longitudinally through a riser string 206, the modules being installed in the flow passage between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string; inserting a tubular string 212 through an interior of each of the modules 202, 222, 224 and/or 226; and then simultaneously retrieving the multiple modules 202, 222, 224 and/or 226 from the flow passage 204 on the tubular string 212.

The retrieving step may include operating anchoring devices 208, 248, 250, 252 for the respective modules to thereby release the modules 202, 222, 224, 226 for displacement relative to the riser string 206. Each of the anchoring devices 208, 248, 250, 252 may include an actuator 278 externally connected to the riser string 206. At least one of the anchoring devices 278 may be operable by a subsea remotely operated vehicle 320 from an exterior of the riser string 206.

The modules 202, 222, 224, 226 may include at least one annular seal module 222, 224, 226 which seals an annular space 228 between the tubular string 212 and the riser string 206. The modules 202, 222, 224, 226 may include at least one valve module 202 which selectively permits and prevents fluid flow through the flow passage 204.

A drilling method is described above which includes the steps of: sealing an annular space 228 between a tubular string 212 and a riser string 206; flowing drilling
fluid from the annular space to a surface location via a drilling fluid return line 342; and injecting a fluid composition 150 having a density less than that of the drilling fluid into the drilling fluid return line via an injection conduit 11.

The fluid composition 150 may include Nitrogen gas, hollow glass spheres and/or a mixture of liquid and gas.

The injecting step may include selecting from among multiple connection points between the drilling fluid return line 342 and the injection conduit 11 for injecting the fluid composition 150 into the drilling fluid return line.

The method may include the steps of connecting hydraulic control lines 7, 9, 17 externally to the riser string 206 for controlling injection of the fluid composition 150, and connecting the hydraulic control lines to a subsea hydraulic control system 142 external to the riser string 206.

The injecting step may include injecting the fluid composition 150 into the drilling fluid return line 342 downstream from a subsea choke 112, 117, 123 or 132 which variably regulates flow through the drilling fluid return line. The injecting step may include injecting the fluid composition 150 into the drilling fluid return line 342 at a position between a surface location and a subsea choke 112, 117, 123 or 132 interconnected in the drilling fluid return line.

A drilling method described above includes the steps of: installing an annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 in an internal flow passage 204 extending longitudinally through a riser string 206, the annular seal module being secured
in the flow passage between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string; then conveying a second annular seal module 222, 224 or 226 into the flow passage 204; and sealing an annular space 228 between the riser string and a tubular string 212 in the flow passage utilizing the first and second annular seal modules.

The sealing step may include sealing the annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and the tubular string 212 in the flow passage 204 utilizing the first and second annular seal modules 222, 224, 226 while the tubular string rotates within the flow passage.

Each of the annular seal modules may include at least one seal 216, 218, 220 which seals against the tubular string 212 while the tubular string rotates within the flow passage 204. The seal 216, 218 may rotate with the tubular string 212. The seal 220 may remain stationary within the riser string 206 while the tubular string 212 rotates within the seal. The seal 218 may be selectively radially extendable into sealing contact with the tubular string 212.

The method may include the step of utilizing at least one sensor 118, 124, 131 to monitor pressure in the flow passage between the first and second annular seal modules 222, 224, 226.

Another drilling method described above includes the steps of: installing an annular seal module 222, 224, 226 in an internal flow passage 204 extending longitudinally through a riser string 206, the annular seal module being secured in the flow passage between opposite end connections 232, 234 of the riser string; then conveying on a tubular string 212 at least one seal 216, 218, 220 into
the annular seal module 222, 224, 226; and sealing an
annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and the
tubular string 212 in the flow passage 204 utilizing the
seal 216, 218, 220, the sealing step being performed while
a drill bit 348 on the tubular string 212 is rotated.

The method may also include the steps of installing
another annular seal module 222, 224, 226 in the flow
passage 204, and then conveying on the tubular string 212
at least one other seal 216, 218, 220 into the second
annular seal module.

The method may also include the step of sealing the
annular space 228 between the riser string 206 and the
tubular string 212 in the flow passage 204 utilizing the
first annular seal module 222, 224, 226, while the drill
bit 348 rotates.

The first seal 216, 218, 220 may seal against the
tubular string 212 while the drill bit 348 rotates. The
first seal 216, 218, 220 may rotate with the tubular string
212 while the tubular string rotates with the drill bit
348. The first seal 216, 218, 220 may remain stationary
within the riser string 206 while the tubular string 212
rotates within the first seal. The first seal 216, 218,
220 may be selectively radially extendable into sealing
contact with the tubular string 212.

The method may include the step of retrieving on the
tubular string 212 the first seal 216, 218, 220 from the
riser string 206.

The tubular string 212 may or may not rotate during
drilling operations. For example, if a mud motor (which
rotates a drill bit on an end of a tubular string in
response to circulation of mud or other drilling fluid
through the motor) is used, drilling operations can be performed without rotating the tubular string 212. The annular seal modules 222, 224, 226 can seal off the annular space 228 whether or not the tubular string 212 rotates during drilling, completion, stimulation, etc. operations.

The embodiments as described are exemplary only and are not limiting. Many variations and modifications are possible and are within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the scope of protection is not limited to the embodiments described, but is only limited by the claims that follow, the scope of which shall include all equivalents of the subject matter of the claims.

Of course, a person skilled in the art would, upon a careful consideration of the above description of representative embodiments of the invention, readily appreciate that many modifications, additions, substitutions, deletions, and other changes may be made to the specific embodiments, and such changes are contemplated by the principles of the present invention.
CLAIMS:

1. A method of constructing a riser system, the method comprising the steps of:

   installing a valve module in a flow passage extending longitudinally through a riser string, the valve module being operative to selectively permit and prevent fluid flow through the flow passage; and

   installing at least one annular seal module in the flow passage, the annular seal module being operative to prevent fluid flow through an annular space between the riser string and a tubular string positioned in the flow passage.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of providing a first internal location for sealing and securing the valve module in the flow passage, and providing at least a second location for sealing and securing the annular seal module in the flow passage, and wherein a minimum internal dimension of the riser string at each of the first and second locations is at least as great as a minimum internal dimension of the riser string between opposite end connections of the riser string.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the valve module and annular seal module installing steps further comprises actuating an anchoring device to secure the respective module relative to the riser string.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the actuating step further comprises selectively engaging a latch member of the respective module with a corresponding internal profile formed in the riser string.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the actuating step further comprises displacing a respective latch member into engagement with a corresponding external profile formed on the respective module, and wherein a respective actuator on an exterior of the riser string causes displacement of the respective latch member.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

   interconnecting a valve module housing as part of the riser string; and

   interconnecting an annular seal module housing as part of the riser string, and

   wherein each of the interconnecting steps further comprises displacing the respective module housing through a rotary table.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the displacing step further comprises displacing the respective module housing through the rotary table with at least one of a valve and an accumulator externally connected to the respective module housing.
8. The method of claim 1, wherein the riser string includes a portion having at least one valve, at least one accumulator, and at least one actuator externally connected to the riser portion for operation of the valve and annular seal modules, and wherein the method further comprises the step of displacing the riser portion with the externally connected valve, accumulator and actuator through a rotary table.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of connecting hydraulic control lines externally to the riser string for operation of the valve and annular seal modules, and connecting the hydraulic control lines to a subsea hydraulic control system external to the riser string.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of replacing the hydraulic control system using a subsea remotely operated vehicle.

11. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of connecting a hydraulic supply line and an electrical control line between the subsea hydraulic control system and a surface hydraulic control system.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein signals for operating the subsea hydraulic control system to selectively supply hydraulic fluid to operate the valve and annular seal modules are multiplexed on the electrical control line.
13. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of connecting at least one lubrication supply line externally to the riser string for lubricating a bearing assembly of the annular seal module.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising the step of connecting at least one lubrication return line externally to the riser string for returning lubricant from the bearing assembly.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the annular seal module includes at least one seal which seals against the tubular string while the tubular string rotates within the flow passage.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the seal rotates with the tubular string.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein the seal remains stationary within the riser string while the tubular string rotates within the seal.

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the seal is selectively radially extendable into sealing contact with the tubular string.
19. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the valve and annular seal module installing steps further comprises sealing the respective module in a corresponding seal bore formed in the riser string, and the method further comprising the steps of retrieving a respective seal bore protector sleeve from within the corresponding seal bore prior to the steps of installing the respective one of the valve and annular seal modules.

20. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of retrieving a seal bore protector sleeve from within the riser string prior to the step of installing the valve module.

21. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of retrieving a seal bore protector sleeve from within the riser string prior to the step of installing the annular seal module.

22. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of utilizing at least one sensor to monitor pressure in the flow passage between the valve module and the annular seal module.

23. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of utilizing at least one sensor to monitor at least one parameter indicative of a performance characteristic of at least one of the valve and annular seal modules.
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